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Editors' Preface

This volume contains the manuscripts of research lectures
by the Fellows in the sumer program. The staff guided the selection
of topics with several goals in mind. One goal was to isolate that
part of a problem which might prove to be tractable in an effort of
eight weeks or less. The more important goal was to find "open-
ended" problems which would continue to challenge the Fellow after
his return to the university. Our success in so guiding a Fellow
exhibits considerable fluctuation. This year approximately half
of the manuscripts neatly compass a finite problem. The other half
describe first thoughts on rather vast enterprises.

The degree of direction by a senior participant varied a
great deal. In a few cases, there were frequent conferences and
discussions about fruitful avenues of approach. In other cases,
contact was limited to expression of interest and encouragement.
The efforts cover a wide spectrum in originality also. Some of the
reports represent a competent extension of research presented in
the seminars others are highly original contributions which are
being prepared for publication.

Because of time limitations it was not possible for the
manuscripts to be edited and reworked. They may contain errors
the responsibility for which must rest on the shoulders of the
participant-author. It must be emphasized that this volume in no
way represents a collection of reports of completed and polished
work.

We who took part in this eighth sumer of G.F.D. are grate-
ful to the National Science Foundation for its continuing support
of the program.

Mary C. Thayer
Willem V.R. Malkus
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A Laboratory Study of the Western Boundary Layer

Robert C. Beardsley

This report concerns the fluid motion in a rotating cylinder

with sloping bottom, when the fluid is driven by the relative rota-

tion of the basin's top. The laboratory model was suggested by the

close physical analogy between the stretching of vortex lines by

the sloping bottom and the creation of relative vorticity by the

north-south variation of the coriolis acceleration or Beta effect.

Indeed, this correspondence enables the laboratory model to simulate

several important features of large scale ocean circulation.

Previous work with this experimental model indicated the

presence of a) a slow, steady drift across the bottom slope in the

interior region, b) a strong, non-symetric boundary current along

the western side of the basin, completing the circulation, and c)

a non-steady flow where this boundary layer current broke away from

the side wall and became interior flow. This third feature was

visuàlized by the movement of dye from a wire held vertically in the

western boundary layer: The dye was quickly convected to the northern

region, formed into large open loops or "meander patterns", and then

carried through the interior region. While the primary source of

these low frequency oscillations was not determined, they appeared

over a wide range in Rossby number, RO ~ ~ .02 (smaller Rossby values

were then unattainable).
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The steady linear theory developed by Pedlosky and Greenspan*

1/3
(1966) described the 

western boundary layer as an intense E - layer.

The object of the present research was to study the structure of the

western boundary current as a function of the Ekman and Rossby numbers

for small Rossby number flows, where the linear theory should be more

applicable.

Theoretical Prediction

Pedlosky and Greenspan have determined the approximate steady

flow regime in the sliced cylinder for the case of zero Rossby number.

A sketch of the basin configuration, the reference coordinate system

and the key parameters are shown in Figure 1. For the purpose of direct

comparison, both the- theoretical aspects and the observations will be

reported and discussed in terms of scaled dimensionless units.

The theoretical model is motivated by the following consider-

ations. Through the action of viscosity, the relative rotation of the

lid drives a centrifuge and creates. an Ekman boundary layer of order

i
ü(E'2) on the top 0 Since the fluid is homogeneous and the motion is

assumed to be independent of time, the Proudman-Taylor theorem,

d~
Ôz. IS 0 , applies in the interior region outside of the boundary

layers 0 The interior motion must then be two-dimensional in the sense

that the vertical velocity is independent of depth. A fluid column is

non-divergent and retains its identity throughout its motion.

For a bottom slope greater than the Ekman layer thickness,

...
~'''A Simple Laboratory Model for the Oceanic Circulation~', unpublished

manuscript, M.l.T., Mathematics Department.
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the fluid colum conserves its angular momentum in the inviscid interior

region, its motion is. constrained so that the shrinking of the column

is balanced by the Ekman suction into the centrifuge. This matching

of fluxes is shown schematically in Figure 2. The bottom slope thus

W£K.f'AN//////1/11 IIII II Ii ii
EKMÁN ~AYE"~ t - - -

does not allow any free geo-

strophic motion but constrains

the interior flow to be of

k
order O(E 21 eX ). A very weak

7111~
W£k. ~ Vta ex

o(v) 
= O(WfFid,; lEY,.i: 0( ~

bottom Ekman layer is formed

but it does not influence the

interior flow significantly

since its flux is very small,

So of order O(E), in comparison

Figure 2. Basic Flux Balance to the top Ekman layer flux,

kof order 0 (E 2) .

The vertical flux balance imposed by the bottom slope only con-

strains the interior motion across the constant depth contours. Since

the flux is constant above the interior region, this cross-component is

independent of horizontal position. The motion along the depth contour

is determined by the form and nature of the side wall boundary layers.

i
Since the interior velocity normal to the side wa1. is of order O(E"z1 0( ),

l/3 1/3a perturbation analysis suggests a boundary layer of order O(E I 0( )

thickness for there to exist a balance of frictional, coriolis and pressure

forces in the azimuthal and vertical direction. The radial force balance

remains geostrophic in the boundary layer.
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A formal boundary layer solution which matches the interior

normal velocity and satisfies the vertical flux conditions can exist

only in the western side of the cylinder. This western boundary layer

acts to recirculate the interior fluid and is schematically shown in

Figure 3.

Both the interior gyre

8=0
and the western boundary

layer are symetrical about

the east-west axis.
/'

-'

/dee.p

G!L
Figure 3. Schematic of

Horizontal Flow Pattern

It is not known if the previously observed boundary layer

oscillations represent a fundamentally non-linear phenomenon. An

estimate of the importance of the non-linear inertial terms in the

equations of motion can be made by computing the relative Reynolds

number, Re, in the theoretical El/3 boundary layer. From the azimuthal

Since the

~ 1: LL v", ::
i) Vn It

viscous boundary layer is

non-linear effects would be first felt,

R,o E -Vb
0(11/3

formally independent of the Rossby

acceleration balance, where the

number (being derived for the case of Ro = 0), the nature and form of

the boundary layer may change markedly when the inertial and viscous

forces become comparable in the boundary layer. This would occur at

1) _0/ E J1
Re -- l, corresponding to a critical Rossby number of I\('c - 0( .
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For the foUowing laboratory experiments the critical Rossby ranges

from 0.OL5 to 0.Ol8.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

The basic apparatus consisted of a hollow cylinder with a lOa

fixed sloping bottom and a movable top. The basin was mounted on legs

on a large turntable so that photographs could be taken through the

basin's bottom. The table and top were driven by independent electric

motors so that a continuous range of basic rotation velocity and Rossby

number was attainable 0

The azimuthal velocity in the boundary layer was visualized by

releasing dye from four wires stretched along radii. There were two

such grids, located at z i = .30 and .1l; individual wires intersected

the sides every 450 from e ~ O.

A solution of thymol blue (approximate concentration 0.01%),

titrated almost to its basic endpoint, was used as a Ph indicator.

A voltage applied across the electrodes caused a local Ph change near

each wire, the anode producing a dark blue dye. The time interval from

the application of the voltage to the emission of dye from the wire

depended on the flow near the wire, and thus on its position in the

boundary current; therefore, the velocity of the current was then

determined by measuring the azimuthal distance between the leading edges

of two dye streaks emitted at a given time interval from one another.

The length increments were small enough that to a good degree of approxi-~:: óS .
Do t

..
mation, LL

The method of measurement was as foLlows. After the rotational
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velocity of the top was adjusted to the desired value, the basin was

spun up, After a spin-up time of b ~ ~~Jl), approximately 40 to 70

minutes, both rotation rates were checked to l% accuracy. Two dye

streaks were emitted in a ten-second interval and a single photograph

was taken. The trial completed, the basin was allowed to stop and a

new trial started 0

The experiment used only a "4x5" camera, because a) it was

readily available, b) most trials had a Ro less than the "critical

value" Roc and time dependence for Ro ~ Roc was unknown, and c) max-

imum enlargement of each boundary layer profile was desired. This

choice of camera, however, caused a significant sampling problem: even

though the velocity profiles at different wire positions were recorded

simultaneously, the time dependence of the flow could not be recorded

and could merely be inferred from the reproducibility of the profiles

under similar experimental conditions, Since the profiles were being

measured at random times, the composite results indicated the IImean"

azimuthal velocity field.

Figure 4 shows a diagram of the Ekman-Rossby parameter space and

the regions which could be explored with the present equipment. The

noise in the basic angular velocity of the basin was estimated from

several indirect measurements (see Figure 4). Since the sloping bottom

exc luded any geostrophic paths, i. e ., closed depth contours, very low-

frequency Rossby wave~ (f~ .fi J~a.s;Yl) with net vorticity could be gen-

erated by impulsive changes in the basic rotation velocity. However,

most of the rotation noise was directly associated with irregularities
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in the driving belt. This made the noise relatively high frequency

(f) n ba5iri \ and reduced its effectiveness to excite Rossby wave:i.s /
resonances 0

Velocity measurements were made at the points indicated in

Figure 4, allowing a comparison of the Vë profiles when the Ekman

number was varied for a constant Ro and vice versa. ¡his value of

Ro was chosen because it was well above background noise and below

Roc'

Resul ts

Dependence on Depth The profiles taken at z = .30 and 071

Dependence on Ekman number

The boundary layer struc-

d Ve ::0.
o~

The velocity profiles in the

show no consistent statistical differences.

ture appears to be two-dimensional in that

boundary layer are definitely asymetric with respect to the mean

depth contour or east-west axis. The boundary current begins as a

relatively weak, thin layer at e = 1350, gets stronger and thinner

near e = 1800, and finally broadens into a strong, thick current and

countercurrent at e = 22500 This asymmetry is essentially unaffected

by variation in the Ekman number even though the scale and magnitude

of the boundary layer in~reases with increasing Ekman number 0 Figures

5 and 6 show the observed profiles (vertically averaged) for both Rossby

number ~ +.OL and Rossby number': -. OL. The theoretical profile is

given by the expression EY" g ~ ) v' (,r; v' C) -tl
V; = - - -~ $ ~.w v3 0 ò ee 0( f3

12.D(~eIY.' .
'(-: . :ii:1ówhe re
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Although the amplitude of the experimental profile is slightly smaller

than predicted (Ýerna. = 0.64 at e = 1800, VevnQt= 0.40 at e = 1350,2250),

its general form and shape conform to theory for e = l800 and 2250 (for

Ro .'" +.OL) and 1800 and 1350 (for Ro ~ -.01). The maximum amplitude of~

increases with increasing Ekman number; theory predicts an increase of

..l2%. The radial positions ~, where Vë = 0 , can be determined quite

accurately from the photographs and are plotted in Figure 7 as a function

of Ekman number 0 The linear dependence indicates a functional form of

g

2.

'. dó~/D2.

!
i

1 ;2 :3 "l

f 'X 'IO+S

+ Ro + , lower wire
Ò Ro - lower wire
4 Ro + , upper wire
~ Ro - upper wire

J: as a function of Ekman number, e l800.

I

~;: AEñ;
Figure 7.

Table 1 shows the calculated results and the theoretical prediction.
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i

do=AE"T
observed theoret~ical position

r9~

.2)E.34 + .04

ro =
.35 + .04

6.0 + .2)E

5.16 E' 333 s= l800, Ro-+l

5.16 E.333 e= 1800, Ro ---l

~6. 6 + .2)E.35 + .04
5.80 E.333 e= 2250, Ro r- +l

~ i
(6.5 + .2)E037 + .06

5.80 E.333 e= 1350, Ro ro - 1

Tab le 1

The boundary layer is significantly thicker than that predicted;

presumably this tendency results from the north-south asymetry of the

whole layer.

The exponential decay of V G ' calculated from the profiles,

agrees well with theory for these two positions. However, the slope

cannot be calculated accurately enough to determine its particular power

dependence on Ekman number. At these two positions, the experimental

data support the theoretical prediction for the shape and relative magni-

tude of the western boundary current. Despite the north-south asymetry,

the boundary layer at e = 1350 (Ro) 0) and 2250(Ro c: 0) must also depend

El/30on

At the other positions of e, the dependence of the boundary layer

structure on Ekman is more difficult to analyze. Because of the random

sampling and the time-dependent flow, the profiles show a large degree of

variability. However, most have a characteristic form which allows the
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point of maximum velocity Jwi to be defined and measured fairly accu-

rately. This point is expected to depend on a power of the Ekman number.

Calculations indicate that this power is about 1/3 at the three positions

(see Table 2).

Ó. =BEYr
Yr

9 = 00 900 2700

~ =
.36 + .06 .33 + .04 . 31 + . 04

Table 2.

Although one might expect a El/4 layer at these positions (especially

900 and 270°) to bring the tangential flow to zero, the azimuthaL flow

at these positions is sufficiently weak that a El/3 layer can apparently

bring ~ to 0 as well as carry the vertical flux from the top Ekman

layer and redistribute it through a radial flux.

Dependence on Rossby number: The velocity rotation of the basin i s

top provides the natural externally imposed velocity scaling parameter"

As the magnitude of the relative rotation (Ro) increases, one expects

its non-linear effects to become more noticeable.

The western. boundary layer shows a definite change with increas-

ing Ro. The mean velocity profiles are drawn in Figure 8 for positive

Ro. There is little change at 9 = 1350 but at 9 = 1800, the boundary

current gets broader and diminishes in strength with increasing Ro,

while at 9 2250, the current gets narrower and more intense. The major

changes at these three positions occur between Ro = land 2. The same

tendency for the current to become thinner and stronger with ~ RO\ as it

a
flows along the western boundary layer past 9 = 180 occurs also for

negative Ro (see Figure 9).
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This tendency may be explained as follows. As the Ro is increased,

the inertial terms, especially U V~, become important in the azimuthal

acceleration balance. When the local Re becomes greater than 1, the

8-acceleration balance becomes quasi-inertial. In order to have a stable

inertial boundary layer on the western side, the boundary layer must be

fed by a positive radial flux from the interior. This implies that for

a north-south symetrical gyre, an inertially controlled boundary layer

would become unstable after it passes 8 = l800 and would probably break

away from the side wall. However, this reduces the frictional dissipa-

tion which must occur at the side walls. Therefore, the center of the

gyre is displaced towards the end of the western boundary layer in order

to hold the more inertially controlled boundary current against the side

wall as long as possible.

The observed profiles show such a transition. For Ro ~ 0, the

current at 1800 broadens while at 22So it becomes thinner and stronger,

both indicative of the shift in the boundary layer gyre t.owards the deep

end of the basin (8 = 2700). The same trend holds true for negative Ro 0

The individual profiles show a significant variability in ampli-

tude at the different positions. To check if the boundary layer flow was

time dependent and also to illustrate better the transition with increas-

ing Ro, a continuous stream of dye was released for Ó t = lS.l from two

vertical wires suspended in the western boundary layer. The photographs

(Figure LO) show that the fluid contained between the two dye streams

enters the interior further towards the deep end as the Ro increases and

the flow must be time dependent to create the "meander" patterns.
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Summa ry

The steadily driven flow regime in the rotating sliced cylinder

configuration has been investigated experimentally and the mean azimuthal

velocity profiles obtained. These show an intense western boundary current

which corresponds to a distorted El/3 layer. It is smaller in amplitude

but broader than predicted so that the boundary layer transport agrees

with theory 0
113

The eastern boundary layer is found to be a weak E- layer.

The north-south asymetry of the western boundary layer was enhanced

by increasing the Rossby number; as the inertial effects become more im-

portant in the azimuthal force balance, the center of the gyre and the

position where the boundary current enters the interior region shift towards

the south (for Ro ~ 0) ,

The variability shown in the observed individual profiles supports

the conclusion that the boundary layer is time dependent for even the very

slow flo'W for Ro:: 0.01. Further studies must be made to determine the

nature and cause of this instability.
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Second..Order Wave Effects on Surface Films

Christ.opher J. R. Garrett

Abstract

Dr. E. B. Kraus has recently suggested that the radiation stress

of water waves may be important in the formation of windrows and the main-

tenance of the associated Langmuir vortices. This is discussed with the

aim of clarifying the nature of the physical processes involved and

deciding what the possible effects might be.

1) Radiation Stress

AB has been pointed out by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1964) ,

there is a second order mean momentum flux associated with water waves 0

Here we consider waves in deep water, for which the second order mean

pressure vanishes and the only contribution to the radiation stress is from

the Reynolds stress of the waves. Then the radiation stress tensor
o

;: f¡i UL LJJ d¡i where \J~,u. j are horizontal components of the velocity 0-.0
In fact we shall deal directly with the Reynolds stress R¿j =-¡O Ui u) .

S.,
LJ

Changes in 'R i:J give rise to an effective body force in the fluid, given

by ~, = õdt.J Ri:J

When surface waves are damped by a surface film, there will indeed

be a change in the Reynolds stress due to the waves, and the associated

body force may generate secondary currents which move the surface film or

exert a viscous drag upon it. It is only in this indirect way that the

radiati-on stress of the waves can affect the film.

Before going on to discuss the action of the Reynolds stress in more

detail, I shall consider some other effects which might possibly arise

right at the edge of the film.
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2) Edge Effects

The damping of waves by a surface film is due mainly to the viscous

dissipation in the boundary layer just under the film. The existence of

this viscous layer is due to. the variation in tension of the film with avail-

able area (see Dorrestein 1951). The viscous stress on an incompressible

surface film may be found approximately by equating the stress to that on

an infinite flat plate oscillating in a viscous fluid. For this the stress

is given by OR:: -.¡ W)J¡a , 'Uo ~ (wt+~) (see Landau and Lifshitz 1959)

where u. eo wI: is the external velocity, fL the molecular viscosity, and

¡a the density of the fluid. In applying this to water waves, ~., is re-

placed by the orbital velocity Wa., where Q, is the amplitude, and W the

frequency, of the wave.

To understand what may happen at the edge of the film, we would like

to know the drag on a finite plate oscillating in a viscous fluid. It seems

likely that when the flow is towards the plate the drag will be greater than

when the flow is away from the plate, and we may calculate a rough upper

bound for this net inward force on the plate by assuming that it is given by

the drag of a Blasius boundary layer from the leading edge up to the point

at which the Blasius stress becomes equal to the Rayleigh stress .

The Blasius stress is given by Oß = 0.33 j J1¡4 U:3/~ (see Landau and

Lifshitz, 1959) where U is the velocity of the incident stream.

Then using Wa. for V , Cã ~ ~ where .

~jJ¡O (Wo.').. ~ ¡1 ¡O (w Q)~
Le.X""Q.

The dragon the plate from X -: 0 to X. -= a. is given by D :. O.h6Jftf (/"ci \ ~a . .
and so a rough estimate for the net inward force on the plate (if it exists~) is
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/ ' ( . ? , VI? :2
~ .. V #1, úl Q. 2 == \p.~~ J (a-~)

.This is likely to be relevant to surface films for waves which do not

move the film bodily, i. e. for just those waves which are damped by the

film. If w~:.~k+ T'~ wh~re Tis the basic surface tension, then we
.t JJ L '1¡1

see that for a given wave slope Q. '( , 8 increases like rt"T for capil-

lary ripples, but we shaLl see later that 1)ß is likely to be small com-

pared with forces on the film due to the secondary currents generated by

the radiation stress.

The second order difference in particle velocity at trough andh . t. l,crest of t e wave is .-Q.Wf'. This is generally associated with the mass

transport of the wave, but if we put u= Q.'lW~ and calculate the associated

Blasius drag for a length L we haveI )3' ., ft.; l. \'
j) = Q.7 '¡)J(J (o.t)w l, L.- (,u¡a c. L) lo. IV .

For a reasonable L this will be small compared with the total

effects of the radiation stress (it is anyway of third order in the wave

steepness), though this mass transport will be important in determining

the flow pattern right near the edge of the slick.

3) Formulation of the Problem to Investigate the Effects of the

Radiation Stress

We shall model the effect of the radiation stress on a surface film

by considering in the water a horizontal distributed body force I which is

known as a function of the shape and orientation of the film. (F would be

determined from the directional, energy and damping spectra of incident

waves as the divergence of the total mean momentum flux.)

Then the governing equations are

J)~ _ _ V'p .lF +v \l'Au.:: I: - ", - -
'Veu. :=0

( l)

(2)
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in the water, and for the surface film we have

D/i :is d x: I \) T \J ,.
If J) t: = ¡; ~ s+ h + #f Ii::.s

where suffix h denotes the horizontal part of an operator

(3)

l.:. V + w k ( ~ is a unit vertical vector),. -

AI = V on the surface .~:.?.:s -
rf is the film density, which will be very small, and so the first
term of equation (3) will generally be negligible. ßr is the surface

viscosity of the film. T is the excess surface tension of the film

over the clean water outside, i. e. the surface tension of clean water

-- -r the spreading pressure of the film on clean water.

If we aSSume the film to be incompressible we also have

nL- V =0Vh. ~ s (4 )

(though if the film is compressible this must be replaced by a continuity

equatiòn ~~ + V'+i' (b y¡) = 0 , where b is the thickness of the film,

and an equation of state T = T(b).)

In circumstances where inertia terms are negligible compared with

viscous terms near the surface, we assume

between 2- :: 0 and t ':? and rewrite - ";

the pressure to be hydrostaticiJP' i
in (1) as - -; +~ \/7 ' where 'P

is now the "residual pressure", which vanishes on ~:: 0 , and we also

replace suffix S by suffix 0 in (3) and (4) to indicate evaluation of

the quantity at ~ = (' .

Boundary Conditions

.~~ \ -- 0v ~ from (2) and (4)
o

-P'IQ :.0

and hence ~.. Wø
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T = 0 on the edge C of the surface film, and hence the divergence of

(3) (neglecting the first term) gives the surface Poisson equation

\7: T :: \) h . t - ¡U * \~ - #- ~ \(" :t 0 1

Hence, given T = 0 on C, T may be obtained as a function of V-0

a'ad ôd:. \0 and substi'tuti'on. for.. T in (3) will give a boundary condition

for the flow field 0 If other suitable boundary conditions are given

(at the bottom and sides of the region of interest, say) then the flow

may be found and V or C will then tell us about the motion of the-0
surface film.

The complicated nature of the above procedure indicates that if

any progress is to be made in discussing the deformation of the film

and the associated secondary flows beneath it, then away must be found

to deal directly with the surface film.

We see from the horizontal part of (l), that if the flows are suf-

ficiently slow and steady for neglect of the inertia terms to be justi-

fied, if the pressure terms (including the set-up ? ) may be ignored,

and if;~ vanishes at some level z= - C , then vertical integration of

)J "* \ = /"rp d '"o L~
which may be used in (3) to find T, and to discuss the direction in which

(1) gives

the film will tend to deform.

Of the above "ifs", the one about which we have the greatest doubt

is the neglect of the set-up 7

a simple equilibrium situation of 3),

To investigate this further we consider

4) Art Equilibrium Situation

Consider steady two-dimensi6nal flow under a patch of surface
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contaminent, subject to a horizontal body force F.

If we neglect the inertia terms the equations of motion are

I 'òP lL (ò"'i; -a"'u.)o ~ F - ia ~x. + ß ~~ +v a",":+ ~%:..

0:: .- i- Ô'P + V (OW +OW '\¡( ôÈ 'òx," õ~,.)
du. dW_O
:aìt. + 'ô t -

We take the body force as 1::.= ~ ~ ~~ e kie

(S)

(6)

(7)

where S i might repre-

sent the radiation stress for waves ofw~ve numbe'r 1 k . We assume

that the hQrizontal scale of the motion is much greater than the ver-

tical, i.e. :x. .l '" ô"à'ê. For this to be valid within O(~-I)Of the sur-

ôS
face we require rn:: ~:i (( k, and if it is to be valid in the rest ofd _Ithe flow field we must put a bottom on the flow at è =- - , where rn ~-(CL .

So (5) and (6) become

~ dS p.~ i ~p ~_ ,) -n1;i;
o = - -i d t. e - 7 ÐX. + ~ (j 4- v Ô e &

..

0-- -l ?JP + V a w- I' oil Õl'a20

óu. dIN
?J't t dž! :: 0

(S)

(9)

(7)

and we have u.:: w=o on ~= OJ -d. .

From (9) VH~ rv r'~ where Wd"P are scales for Wi? and H is a

vertical scale, given by ~ -lor d.

From (7) 't A. m V

Hencein(S) Ip~~IC:~
1-

" ò u.

a?: :i

Thus (S) reduces to the purely viscous equation

d'l
0:: Ì\ ek~+p. +,)"ã ~20

( ) k d 5 â-I'where À )t::- (J hand p.(x.) =- ~ ~

(10)
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. where

Solving (10) subject to u.=O onof::0.l-d gives

-V U. = ~:i (1- eh) - l)4 i! ~ + C ~

o=- ~:i(I_e-Rc!)_ltLd1._ C~

(11)

(l2)

H~nce from (7)

vw.- ~, ~~ fH-k(I-i')1+t t i-l ~; ~,

0: ~ ~À (d.. -i(i_e-~d)) _.. ~i-.L ~i2.~ø. ~ L It J" h ~ ~-l

(13)

and (14 )

From (12) and (l4) we eliminate C and find

t =(ltl:? #-f ~d': (i/çd+ 1)(I-e-kd)l

, j.:: - (~~)2.À (1- Cl + u)(I- e-kd)J+~.
and we take the constant to be zero as we require a flow O() .

Hence also

c= ~?d f3-(I+ ~r.)(l-e-hd)~

red))1 lA=- (::):ifl+O(-&)~

c := ~ f \ t 0 ( -f ))
Hence for ~ d ~." I the profiles of i.¡ VI are roughly as sketched.

Tf

::

w/d~dX

u. ~ lR~ (1- e~;t+3(tJ + tf'¡ )

W ~ - V1L i~ ( ~ +ii(i-e~) t(~)'+2(tn
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The important aspect of this solution is that

dU I
)- 'Oi! 0

:: ~ 'A: (i + o (U)) ~ 1~ 1 i + o( kT))

i 0 e. for ftd ~"' 1 , the!lset-up" term ~ ~?x is sufficiently small

for the stress on the surface to be equated to the vertical integral

of the body force in the water.

Before proceeding any further, we must examine the inertial terms

in the equations of motion and decide under what circumstances they are

negligible,
l" -i''iWe take J = Soe i.e, the radiation stress of waves with

. .:V'J ~
horizontal damping coefficient m:: - :~ = l~W )~)2 for an incompressible

film (see Dorrestein). (k is now t.he wave-number and we replace k.

in the previous results for

i dLL I - , a'luface u. Ò'/ .(0: 1/ '0 :¡:; we

U. etc. by 2. k . ) Then, if near the sur-

require

U- "' .: If iJ k.':
m

')

E i ~ Wand so if S ~ :: T ¡;a.T we require

(a. k)':-(c( 32w"; k-:

For l.-4,!.-. SO,"; ~ iO-2 c,g.s. we thus require.J -I(Lrc~~2x/O
-1

And so we see that for wave steepness O(lO ), the inertial terms will

certainly not dominate in the layer 0) ~) -() C k-') though below this

inertial terms wiii of course be important at far Smaller wave steepness,

We do see t.hat most of the dissipation takes place in the upper layer of

thickness 0 (It-) as
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J.-I-1\ ~

) iJ(~~) iÌ!-rl=o(g)z~ I
so 'V(~:r lt ~
-R-1

Thus the flow in the upper layer appears fairly insensitive to the

way in 'which we terminate it at depth. We -have chosen to terminate

it with a purely viscous solution, but if we had let the inertia terms

dominate at depth:; 0 (k.-I) it still appears plausible that the set-

up will be small enough to allow us to equate the surface stress to the

total body force, at least for S sufficiently small for inertia forces

to be negligible in the upper layer. Under these circumstances the

above solution for UL can also be expected to be applicable in the upper

layer.

u.-
above solution that

W.3/~ )~
if 0V') R,o¡ (0. P.

iO-2, a. k "" 10- 1 we get tJ -I C/ /su '

We then get from the

and for W .- SO, k - 4, -\ --

which is sufficient for one to think that for capillary waves being

damped by a long slick the currents generated by the radiation stress

may be making a contribution to the circulation.
~/ij ~ -~.. . ~

tL -- ~ -(a. R) ,
4 ,; '1'4

Moreover for gravity

wave s

and so if a slick is long enough, much larger secondary curI'ents may be

generated. If capillary waves are damped completely, the tçital stress

exerted is -a -i.i
~E =-kf (11 ~ ~ ~ ¡O ~3 (~k) .. 1 ~/Cm .

which is an order of magnitude less than typically observed spreading
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pressures of the surfa.ce films in windrows, (Sutc.liffe, Baylor and

Menzel, 1963), for the above figures. (The two edge forces postulated

earlier are smaller than this.) For waves which are not damped com-

pletely wemiistmultiply the above drag by m L where L is a dimension

of the slick, but this will generally give sma.ller results.

5) The Deformation of a Patch of Surface Contaminant

We start with the equations of motion (3) and (4) of an incom-

pressible patch of surface contaminant of zero surface viscosity 0

./t
.:n ~()

:Dt

d:i \
='IT-tl- "ò!- 0 (l5)

n- y. :: 0
()

(16)

T = 0 on C , the edge of the film.

The work of the previous section indicates that for a quasi-steady

'åZ I
state Ii - =- G , the vertical integral of the effective body forcer-~;i 6 -
under the film. For a sufficiently small departure from a state of

equilibrium (15) may be used as a dynamic equation in spite of the

smallness of 1- ' and we then consider

dV
~:.V"T+G'êt -

v. V :i 0-0

(l7)

-T :: 0 01 C (16)

(16) and (17) then give \l ""T-: -V, ~ which may be solved subject to
d~

T = 0 on C, hence ô t from (17). We shall use this approach in the

next section in a discussion of the stability of a slick subject to this
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radiation stress-generated force.

As 1 is small though, if the solution of \71T= ,. 'Y. ~ gives T

with V'T -+ G much different from zero, the. initial acceleration of the

film is large and the conditions under which)J ~; I~ :: G no longer hold 0

In this case we have to resort to more qualitative arguments.

If shortwaves are incident on a film from three sides but pre-

dominantly from the upwind directtion(as will occur for a slick on the

sea surface) and if the secondaty current at a point is directly propor-

tional to the divergence of the radiation stress, then in a line parallel

to the wind a balance will have to be achieved between thetendencý' for

the secondary currents to transport the film, and the decrease in the

downwind direction of the current, this decrease hindering the motion of

the film across the surface. A viscous stress parallel to the wind and

in the opposite direction will thus arise near the downwind edge of the

Blick, sufficient in total magnitude to balance the total stress exerted

over the upwind edge. As this stress is likely to be greater than that

on the sides of the slick., we conclude that the slick is likely to be

squeezed by the indirect action of the radiation stress into a line at

right angles to the direction of the wind.

This argument is by no means conclusive, but seems more Likely to

be correct than the arguments by Kraus (and the earlier suggestion by

Stommel) that the radiation stress of damped capillary waves will squeeze

a surface slitk into a wind streako

It is known from the speed with which wind-streaks re-align them-

selves with a change in wind direction that there is some purely surface
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mechanism involved in their formation.. This mechanism might be due either

to the wind waves (as suggested by Kraus and Stommel) or to the wind itself

(as in the theory put forward by Welander (1963).) In the light of the

above discussion, the latter seems more likelyo

6) Stability of a Semi-Infinite Slick

~
We consider a semi-infinite slick subject to a force which

is in the y-direction only and a function of the distance

from the edge. Then if we perturb the edge slightly to~
~~Qemm~(m()~( I)';G=-(O.; r(~-a.~Yr~))'

We now investigate the problem

'CJb _ \iT r
õt - v. t ~ where \7'2T.: - \J. F

with the boundary condition T ~ 0 on ~:: ~Cl W))C

and T ~ canst. as ~ ~ ().
We also assume that F(~) -) 0 as ~ -) oc. Let T. To + 0. ~ + . . ."-,, ¡'I fl'.Then i: 1: + a. \l ~ + . f. = - t (~J ~ 0. ~ ''m 'K (~) t . ..

T.1.+o CO.")C ~; 1.+"- 1; 1.+ .. · = 0
The zeroth order problem is then

\r'Tc;=-t(~)j ~t=O) i:l = ~~ of
:. -r -: -f ~ (~)cl'0 ·

il

The first order problem is

V fA 1, = Ch m X f \\ (~)) 1; 10 ~f ( ()) .~ 'r t.) 1' 1~ ~ 0

Let T~ ~(~) eh m)! . Then ~ii- Wl",:f'~ ~ (0)= t Lo). ~ COO) ~ 01' .
Put ~:f+n , then h _rr'ln:''('-t '''(0)-0 l h(oo) =0.
A particular integral of this is mj'1 Wl(~-,)H'i)d.? ' but to s~tisfy

h (00) = 0 we must include a solution of the homogeneous equation. Hence
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L rYJ~ '" (~.~ìH'?)J.? - '" ,w '" ~ C~ -"'~ fl?) d?

~ I :: (j 1; I '+ õ~T~\ 0. ~ V1'X + 0. aT, I + f(o)'òt' ~=Q.Cl m;e Ô~ I). d~\I(O.) d~,
:: Ct C$ YY X. r\ 01

:= -m"-o.J~ m?('i~-mnF(?~ ~'?
"

and so the slick is stable to perturbations along its edge.

Sumary: It is difficult to draw firm conclusions from a theoretical

discussion of so complicated a phenomenon as windrows. However, I would
i

venture the following opinions on the strength of what has preceded.

a) The radiation stress of damped capillary waves and short gravity

waves will generate secondary flows which may exert on a slick a viscous

stress of the same order of magnitude as the gradient of the radiation

stress, though this is probably lower than observed spreading pressures

of slicks.

b) Patches of surface contaminant are unlikely to be squeezed into

lines parallel to the wind by the mechanism suggested by Stonuel and Kraus 0

c). As Kraus suggests, the secondary flows generated by the damped waves

are possibly important in the Langmuir vortices associated with windrows 0

d) If a uniform wave train is incident on a semi-infinite slick, then

the slick is stable to perturbations of its edge, though of course any

non-uniformity of the wave train will disturb the edge.
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Thermal Stability of an Optically Thick Gas

Moiz Rasiwala

Introduction:

Parker (1953) used the possibility of instabilities in the thermal

equilibriUm of a diffuse medium to explain solar prominences. If a gas

gains energy at a rate which is independent of the temperature, whereas

its cool~ng rate increases with decreasing temperature, then any local

drop in the equilibrium temperature will cause a region to lose heat even

faster, so that its temperature will continue to fall at a rapid rate.

It was later pointed out (see Field, 1965) that Parker's insta-

bility criterion was dynamically inconsistent. The correct instability

criteria were discussed in detail by Field, together with the growth rates

of perturbations under various physical conditions.

Field i sanalysis applies to the case in which the gas is optically

thin. lf now the gas becomes optically thick, the radiation will not be

able to escape from it easily, and in the limiting case of infinite opti-

cal thickness, the system will tend towards adiabaticity. Under such con-

ditions one would expect any thermal instability in the gas to die out,
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The object of this talk is to demonstrate that an optically thick gas

is indeed thermally stable.

The criteria for thermal instability:

We shall here merely put down the inst.abi1ity criteria given by

Field. Let L be a generalised heat-,loss function defined as energy

losses minus energy gains per gram of material per second 0 It is then

óL
evident that for thermal instability, we must have dT ~ O. Hold-

ing constant one of the thermodynamic quantities then gives the fol-

lowing instability criteria:

(dL\ ~ 0aTJf

(~t)f =(~~jt - ~. n~)T ZO

(ì~)s=(~~)/ ~;~i (~~)r Z 0

isochoric

isobaric

isent rap ic

In the second equation the perfect gas equation has been used. The

isochoric criterion was the one used by Parker . Since it: is dynami-

cally inconsistent, only t.he 1asttwo are of interesL ¡he former refers

to condensation modes clnd the latter to growing sound waves.

The basic equations:

(1) df3 +t'VV-O ContinuitycLt -
(2) (J oIv-+'V~ =0 Motion

d. t'

pc!U ¡ø dP
(3) \ d.t -e- -: -~L Energy (heat equation)dt:

(4 ) F :N ~ T =
ltj Perfect gas equation
)J
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U. is the internal e.nergy per gram of material. N is the particle

density,). the molecular weight, and fefy the Boltzmann constant. The

other symbols have their usual meaning.

The heat-loss function L :

If t.he gas is optically thin L can be written as a function of

t.he local values of t andT, but in the optically thick case any element

of the gas gains heat from all the surrounding elements through radiative

transfer. In other words, if the gas is characterised by an emissivity E

in ergs per cm3 per sec. per sterad then the intensity J" at a point

(~ J!; ) of the gas, t being the time,

-1;e
If 1T It 1.

is given by

J(~)t) = 5 E(i~~
-+

where (~) t) is any other point of the space and
~

element at(ç.J t)

dt
..

d ~ denotès a volume

and
\

absorption

The integration is carried out over all space.

Jt.. i Jtl = it -1\
..

r = optical depth = J K (~'J t) dlt' where K is .the linearC -+
coefficient and C is along Jt. Note that aii the above

Further

quantities are taken independent of frequency. E is an emissivity inte-

grated over all the frequencies and K is a mean absorption coefficient.
-+

Further the time taken by the photon t.o travel between (~J t) and (~ ) t)

has been neglected. This means that the photon transition time is much

shorter than the time scales involved in the perturbation.

The radiative transfer problem above has been solved by Spiegel

(1957) in the case where the source function equal to ElK is the Planck

function and the heat equation does not contain the dynamic term of the
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work due to the pressure forces. We shall adopt his method for other

forms of radiation and with the dynamic. term in the energy equation.

.Thus any point of the gas gains an amount of energy K. Jergs per

cm3 per sec. per sterad by absorption and loses an amount of energy E

by emission so that t L = If ir(e -Kr) .

Free-Bound Emission:

We shall consider in detail the case of a highly ionized gas 
con-

sisting of pure hydrogen with E corresponding to free-bound emission.

Such a radiation is known to be unstable in the optically thin case.

We shall show that as the optical thickness increases, the instability

criteria are no longer satisfied and that the growth rates o£the per-

turbations go identically to zero.

For a highly ionized gas

t U = I N ~~ T.p N: NH + Ne = '- ~ w; '. He

where H stands for hydrogen and e for electrons.

E' i. -Y:i 4 CJß. '4T V,-

Also - :: è;. ß. N T 1:
m2. f ,

lo

where eM ::
5:35 x IO-~l

(H': ~1"mH)J.7(

Thus the heat equation becomes:

3'k od. T _L AL:
m\o \ d. t t ~l:

- "~~u (fT-Y'( ry,c)- i p'T-\t, b) I(~::d t)

Assume perturbations of the form · "i ~
(;4 ) A("') nt i. or;A 1) i t ~ 0 YJ + A i. e* e

where Ar:~) ~~ T or iJ K. = wave-number vector. The basic equations

then become, apart from the heat equation:
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\ ~ -+
nti +~Lk.v = 0 (l)

~ .~
n to îY "" L K Pt

~ 0 (2)

L-_JL_ -r ;: 0
Po e" -ç

(4 )

The Heat Equation:

I

, with

K ;: K (fi T) ~K. (fo)"t)+ d K (en To)

:. Kø + K~. ~ +KT'-r

(dKo~ _('dKo \X~ == 'dto)T ~ KT = a -ç Jf

L ~t(~)~; t) ~J k (!:t)d/1'
c

:: 1:D (1) ~) + d.i: Cry, ~ dj t)

d. t 1: J~ (Kf~ t, + KT" T,)&')11

e-t"( (' 't) = e -1. ~ -1 \Kt' P¡ + Kr' i;) d.I1,)
G

We assume that the medium is uniform, i.e., that all quantities with

where

zero subscripts are constants, We write

~k ~Tand m+i ~~ eL t

P d e ~ d F, .. /ri t' ì.~.~- -d - -e .e
e d.l: eel eli:

= :; -t d.-r en~. 'L'~.~
:2 io d.1: . e using the perfect gas

equation.

In steady state we have from the heat equation:

,. - Y:z (~~ 'I,. (t e) e - t d. ~
t 0 To ': k 0 J to i: ~ ~ ' i¡ 7i n. a. ç

Neglecting second order terms and using the condition above we can

write the heat equation as:
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i L. Yl í, - ~. ~~, p r (a~ - 2 :,' 5 e ,t.it ~;:1L, ,/it

.. ~: (,- K: H e¿~.tI ¡J,'n.' ~;~: (Lit)) - i¡ l~lr. -

.. klj (ei:t.;t e-\("h. out + K,. (1- K~JJe.Li~.n:alri e.-Xol1 cJ¡t)lJ

2.1ò J Jt íí n... -Kø c 1- ir ti 2-
~

r = J/11 Cç~ fio. r;:: ( i J~'i \0 secona
"'14 r 0

where

In the brackets multiplying t, and ~ the first term represents the

change in L due to the local perturbation of the d~nsity and temperature

fie ld, the second term due to the perturbation of the source function and,
the last due to the perturbation of the absorption coefficient. The inte-

grals can be evaluated if we express the volume element in spherical

coordinates. Thus:

/C, je ¿ tït ~e;~: J.it ~ ~ co-I l-

JJ i.i(.ìt' i , e-I-tlil1 _1- I L-f~' K

and Kø e a. It t.r. ~ 0111 ':T cq *G hrt
Rearranging the terms we can finally write the heat equation as:

~ T, lUTe + i;)(I- t C£L ~.) r 1-

- t,f(:. - ~: )(1 - ~ co-I ~) r)

If Lf;; ( ~~ \ and L T '" (~ t 1 p evaluated at the equil ibrium s ta te tl'èn

a perturbation of the heat function is given by Lp' ~ + LT · T, (ißith

~ I i
- -h-l -- T\'\(~2 '1 \0

(3)

L ,,0), The R,H.S. of the ab.ove equation 
hence represents

t)

- r: (L · to .. I-r · T )

-i ~ \1 I ~
where the factor I/Pc accounts for the factor I/'Pc in r from the L.H.S.
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and

of the equation.

Hence: Lp= 1l (~- ~\(I- ~ ci-1 ~)r~ ~ Kø ) ~ *
L : -JL (~+1l )(1- Å ~I ..) rT eo" i: K.ø 1t -I

As ~ varies fromK.o~ can be regarded a sthe optical depth.

Ko L -l-l Kc .
1' wi ~ varies from 0 to 1. We thus see that in the caseo to 00

of great optical depth both Lf and LT -- 0 so that none of the in-

stability criteria are satisfied.

It is easy to show that the growth .rates of the perturb-ations

also go to zero in the optically thick case. The dispersion relation is

obtained by equating the determinant of the coefficients of equations

l~ 4 to zero:

'n~ + h"1C 'kT + ~ ti C .,~.. + C'B! ( -kT - ht) :: 0

where C is the adiabatic sound speed(-rPo/f;)'4and 4lr and kt are

the wave numbers

~T'= ~ .M ~3 R C
~ _'2 l) æ Liand ..3Tti; C

The angular frequencies of the above wave numbers are equal to the growth

rates of isochoric and isothermal perturbations respectively. For r s. ;:3

the dispersion relation reduces to the one obtained by Field. Field has

given a detailed discussion of the roots of the dispersion relation. He

has shown that the instability criteria are consistent with the requirement

that the equation have atleast one real positive root or that the real part

of a complex root be positive. For our purposes we note that as the optical

depth tends to infinity(lt -70) both +tT and ~¡: -;.0 so that the dispersion

relation reduces to h' :: 0 0 Thus all growth rates -- 0 with decreasing ~
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We have thus shown that an optically thick gas is thermally stable

in the case of bound-free emission. By.puttinginother values of E

say for free-free emission or hlack-body emission we can similarly show

that in each case the dispersion relation reduces to r?:= 0 ,
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Decoupling and Thermonuclear Instabilities

in an Expanding Universe

Wil1iam C. Saslaw

Abstract:

In a search for the origin of perturbations in an initially homo-

geneous expanding universe, we explore the possibility that inhomogeneities

arose from non-gravitational effects. New types of instability are dis-

covered, Perturbations of the temperature in the nuclear reaction phase

grow algebraically with time, while perturbations of the mean molecular

weight during the decoupling phase exhibit exponential growth.
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Introduction:

A fundamental problem in the understanding of galaxy formation

is to explain the origin of significant perturbations in the primordial,

pre-galactic cosmic distribution of matter. These perturbations must

have initial amplitude and scale sufficient to ultimately enable them to

resist the general expansion and form bound clouds. Whether these clouds

combine into galaxies (Layzer, 1964; Peebles, 1965) or whether they have

the mass of clusters of galaxies and produce individual galaxies by frag-

menting (Hoyle, 1953) is an unsettled question which seems relevant to

much later phases of the universe than those considered here.

Two general viewpoints have been taken concerning the origin of

perturbations. Until recently it has been common to consider only uni-

verses which are initially homogeneous and isotropic and to ask whether

statistical fluctuations could grow and become significant in the sertse

described earlier. Detailed examinations of this questiort by Lifshitz

(1946), Bonnar (1950), Layzer (1964), Hawking (1966), Harrison (1966) and

others have led them to conclude that non-dissipative fluctuations do not

grow sufficiently fast (in a linearized theory) to become significant. -The

growth of dissipative perturbations has been studied in a non- linear analy-

siB by M.ichie (1966) who showed that clouds of galactic mass could be

formed in a cosmological time scale from a background of hydrogen with

iO-20gm/cm3 if their initial perturbation wereT -:. LO 6 - 10 7 
oK, and / -:

lt LTat least T':T-:O.i/~. This provides an estimate of the size of a

"significant" perturbationo Such an initial perturbation is enormous compared

,

to a standard statistical fluctuation and its origin remains mysterious 0
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The d,ifficulty in getting small fluctuations to grow until they

become significant perturbations has provoked the second viewpoint. This

regards an initially uniform universe as a special case and assumes that

in general an expanding universe will always possess irregularities 0 A

disadvantage of this view is its ad hoc aroma. Before this viewpoint is

accepted, it seems reasonable to investigate other effects to determine

if they can produce significant perturbations in an initially uniform

universe 0

In this first exploration, we shall be concerned with a non-

gravitational origin of perturbations 0 We restrict this first inquiry

to ask under what conditions such perturbations can arise in principle,

The question of their detailed size and developing structure will be

the subj e c t 0 f a future study.

Almost self-evident, it seems, is the principle that non-gravita-

tional irregularities are most likely to arise during critical phases

in the expansion of the universe. phases in which at least some of the

quantities which describe the matter and radiation fie ld are changing

rapidly compared to the time scale, -- R, for the general expansion,
R

In an evolutionary universe containing a present 30K black-body radia-

tion background, two such phases are the period when the matter becomes

neutral (T -: 30000K) and decouples from the radiation, and the much earlier

period (T ~ 3xi09 OK) when neutrons and protons may combine to produce

deuterium and helium.

Decoupling Inhomo~neities:

In examining perturbations we follow the Newtonian procedure of
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Bonnor and. Peebles. We are concerned with irregularities which are

have

smaller
G (I tat'Q.1

r C-:

that the

in scale than the radius of the visible universe, whichmuch

~~ 1 and which are (àt least initially) so small in ampli-

tude effects of gravity can be neglected 0 Here we must sound a

If., ,1-..' :; (0 :1 it is not yet completely clear
ra.alQ.ilon - .J ''W~ ~f'

that post-Ne'wtonian terms in the hydrodynamic equations can be neglected.

cautionary note 0

If necessary, they can later be easily included in our formulation, It

seems unlikely, however~ that they will change the qualitative nature

of the new instabilities.

The basic hydrodynamic equations for the particles are:

continuity:
;~ + Q. (p;;) ~ 0 (1)

momentum: r ihr ~ .. J ~ (~ ~ \
f L .õ-t r 1f. \l ir = - n Pm -+ ~Tr - Fil'(a.~) (2)

energy:

;~ +;;."9 E j -L (~~ +v.n)')+~. (Kl7 T)- ~;Ine~i~a.li¡a.tilovi

+ rlg I
d. 't L'ta l' C'ont;'f u.UY! APJÒfpt;O'f

We have taken the particle temperature equal to that of radiation since

(3)

Weymann (1966) has shown this to pe true to very high accuracy until

virtually all the gas becomes neutral 0 We also have

E
3 Qí,J .. a. Tit..

(4 )L P
1? '= ~T.R

(S)'m ,¡
P :: QT./ + 0. T~

(6)P .3
and K= K T~ (7).,
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where Q is the gas constant in cgs units, Ko:; lQ-6 is the heat con-

duction constant, and CL is the radiation constant.

In the momentum equation, the effect of 
radiation pressure (im-

plied by a gradient, 5 Ty- , in co-moving coordinates of the temperature

perturbation) is explicitly denoted by F JTy- . Also F dY"-l is the drag

force produced by an isotropic radiation field in co-moving coordi-

nat.es on an electron which is not at rest with respect to these coor-

dinates(Peebles, 1965). In an optically thick region these two radia-

tion forces (both due basically to compton scattering) may be the dom-

inant terms in the momentum equation. It is therefore likely that,

since they aiways act oppositely, they will cancel to zero'th order, pro-

ducing a net term whose value is comparable to the other terms of this

equation. qonceivably the balance is more accurate and the net term is

of higher order, In all the succeeding calculations we will make the

assumption that these terms balance. This amounts to neglecting the

coupling between matter and radiation due to the gradient terms in the

momentum equation, but including the coupling which leads to matter-

radiation equilibrium in the energy equation. It is convenient to have

a terminology for this assumption. Since it amounts to neglecting the

direct dynamical coupling between matter and radiation, we call it the

lIindirect coupling assumptionll. The validity of this assumption and

its possible extension to the optically thin case can only be ascertained

by future detailed riumerical study using relativistic radiative transfer

theory. The instabilities :whichwe consider here will be essentially

thermodynamic ones and the validity of the indirect coupling assumption
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should not affect them crucially. In later versions of the theory, of

course, all these post-Newtonian and relativistic radiative effects will

be included to check this assertion more carefully and to determine the

exact form of the instabilities with more confidence.

It is convenient to consider the parameters and so temperature,

pressure, velocity, mean molecular weight, )J , and state of ioniza-

tion

lj ::
~

11 ,.

Y\~

Ylt'
-l
~.l-I

(8)

(TIt = number density/cm3 of electrons, ions, or hydrogen atoms)
H

as functions of the scale length, R , of the universe rather than of

time, when treating decoupling perturbations, We make this transforma-

tion and introduce the perturbations in the form

v= '( 4- + Ll (-r,.1I (9)

T -: T~(R) (i tó T("tR )

.f -: ~ CR) (i + ¿.P( ~R)

# :: ;.D (r¿ (t + d¡t Cr, R)

\. :; 414 ('R) (i -f J yi (~R)

(10)

To complete the set of equations we relate TI.I,i and JÁ(Uf)by the

'¥ -a =

1+ 41

which nas the numerical

C'- ii
mil e C.- T 13,,.

Sf'

formSaha ionization equation

(11)

where m i: = mass of hydrogen atom and
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C1 20.937

C, = 13.6(S040) (12 )

c; = (S040)3/2

The energy lost through neutralization is

ol €. i - lA.T olne- 2." d.t:
ii 1: Yleu.tl'a. H;iQ.tion

(13)

and we assume the perturbation to be optically thin in the Lyman

cant i.nuum 0

After considerable algebra, the linearized equations are found

to be:

continuity:
· rl r ~l(".P:: - r Hö.. - '" t. - u.r (14)

m;omentum:

RtL: - ~o (Jt+ó/;-$¡;i.)-rtu'r - ~ u. (lS)

energy:
... (:3)14-1) A ) i

(3 Q R Tci ;Uo + (~l-o-I)(J -#0) R f3 d)J::

Q IZ~-P r(.i(/-:i lAø) _ j(¡~A)(3ß.-/~ P: to (-if-.3(¡-,u())(2.A-1) (.l~) ì ïtl J'+)Ln L ~ ~ (.3~o -I) ~." (3)Jo -I) ,. Te ï iø_
+ í tlQR'T-P (1-.£11 \ g +(LQR AT +Iba. tllk+,oR CJ.\ T,,' = !:():r~*R flJ rST-

L Pô 1.,0) Po 3" fio b fJ T.I To:¡ ..o~~ . 'l ) 0' . ~ ) j
QT.~R+/ (:iP-ø-1 + i \')) Jo (2 GlTofoR.J_ (~)Lø-l' )(3 C~\. ,\1 r

- po V.1-p(¡)(2p;~ (3f- -I)) R.ß¡ fo t y )-o -\lI-)Aø)(~o-/) + (.3.£ø-I)¡-+ To) Rß)7; 0,M

t (2. Q~~ø (1-~fo)+,8R- t -rll ~ 61

t (.4Q íll i-H(I-~¡Uø)-:f~\'HJ¡.t

+ (lQ 1' .~.+q..H".a-K.~ 'T,r.Jn;.
- 3~i. J:~ r 1- JAr

- k.o't'1~ óí\,'f (16)
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Here H = l ' a prime denotes a derivative with respect to F( , a sub-

script Y is a derivative with respect to r , dots denote partial time

derivatives, and

ß=
'2 Q .f T- + /fa. T" Ii~ .,o 0 0

3 ,C:i-t-:i 10
(17)

In addition the temperature perturbation is governed by

8T~ I (-~;.()-i) ,
H -I ~) ( (i)Lo~¡)(I-).o) ~lJ+ i
+( ((,s:)(~~9 + (3)0-1))(( ~ t ~~) ~( - f)J dlA +

+ ~ -': öT + á..¡/lTo 1ö J (18)

This set of partial differential equations can, in principle,

be integrated numerically for a detailed solution to the growth of

neutralization perturbations. To gain some understanding of the nature

of the solutions we note that a particular solution of the equations

is obtained if we transform them to co-moving coordinates

~ ~

"
R

(l9)

and neglect small terms such as those of heat conduction and of the

radiation pressure when compared to the particle pressure. We then

expand the perturbations in plane waves

óT Ó- ~ll~:: I (R) e

d'P = Ó.PCR) e i Ie ~ (20)

dlÄ :: dP.(R. eat~

except for the velocity perturbation which is expanded as

· '-l
U,=o(~Rel ~ (2l)
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Alpha is a strength parameter and denotes flow (in co-moving coordi-

nates). either into or out of the perturbation, depending on whether it

is negative or positive. When these operations are performed, the

momentum and continuity equations give

ó.P (R.*) = Ö.I i) - 3 0( lt if* (22)

where R* = ~ i
'\lnítiQ.1

perturbation which is proportional to the strength of the velocity

There is thus a logarithmic growth of the density

perturbation 0

Similarly we examine a perturbation in )J when neutralization

b. d JJ "C:i....-:~egins an l-~"5 "'l' ..
To

We find, for example with 0( ': 0 and

t,ß :. 0, thatl

ó' : lfti. ~ e ~: (~*-i)~ (23). C
where L denotes initial values,rft~l5 and i\=1.5(or2), then

~/ t,ut~2xi03 (or 22(106) . Other formulae are easily found for more

general initial conditions. However the essential feature of all of

them is present in (23). The growth is exponential in character.

This result arises essentially from the exponential nature of the Saha

equilibrium and is virtually independent of the momentum equation. For

this reason we suspect t:pat change in the momenF.um equation due to post-

Newtonian terms and a. possible inpalance in the radiation forces 'Will

not qualitatively al,ter this result. A region which becomes more neutral

than its surroundings should tend to collapse gravitationally faster and

it is at this later stage that we expect the exact form of the momentum

equation to become important. This will be the subject of a future

inves t iga t ion 0
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Nuclear Inhomogeneities:

Discussio~ of the period of pre-galactic pyrotechnics during

which helium was formed in a uniform cosmology was begun by Gamaw (1949).

Since then several detailed analyses have been made. The most recent of

these is by Peebles (1966). Ou~ procedure will be to use his calculated

abundances as our zero order uniform state and perturb them slightly.

We assume that the scale of the perturbation is sufficiently large that

the fluid equations apply.

The most important reaction chains are

l\(f¡'t)ol (dJ'YlÎ Hl,(Y1,?) t (di-n) He If

~(d)p)t/
(24)

These are not to be confused with the classlcal proton-proton cycle

occurring in stars which has a much longer time scale. The ratio of the

energy per gram generated by reactions which result in a LS% helium abun-

dance to the gas kinetic energy is about

.15'(/O-"J)..C'" ~ /0
Q.. T --

This is large enough to have interesting dynamical effects if it is

sufficiently unstable and produces primordial "detonatio~waveslt.

Our general procedure is similar to that of the decoupling cal-

culation. However since there is no analogue of the Saha equation it is

useful to formulate the perturbation equations a little more generally

-

to allow them to be incorporated into a computer program containing also

the detailed nuclear reactions, The basic equations (1), (2) and (3)

remain the same, except that-oIdi\ . t' is replaced byt~1 \ anddL. hei.Y"tlllio .on 'i\A(. eei'(
~I, is replaced bY_.r.1 . . .dt /.ymim Cltl"tl' 1A1A'n Ab'Cl'(~tioYl (I '(et AAQ,atIOfl ol pe'lTuybttriOYl.
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Let llL be the number per qn3 of the i' th ~peci.es of particle:, and 
define

the concentration, C.
L

, by

" -v . - ..C.ILl. - i. (25)

The species assumed to be present are electi-pu-position pairs (in equi-

librium with the black-body radiation), neutrons, protons, electrons,

and the composite nucleons such as cJ. t. He5 and He~ associated with

the helium reactions.

The total energy of the system will be the sum of the kinetic

energy of the (non-relativistic) nucleons, the energy of the electron-

position pairs, the energy of the radiation, and the interaction energy

of the electron-position pairs with the radiation field. The radiation
..

field is dominant (eAcept when ~ T~) meC in which case Ee~e+:: ~E 1la.&ía.ti'Clli)

during the helium formation phase, The pair-field interaction energy is

approximately

Ee-e~; À :: 2. Y\e- e E'f (26)
where £, is the electric field strength, e the electron charge, and

À the wavelength of the radiation, If we replace À by the wavelength

at which the Planck distribution function has a maximum, then the ratio

of the interaction energy to the kinetic energy of the pairs is (where

0( is the ,fine structure constant)

E'e-e+ ; À

.i he_1t T
..- 4 rr~:z

'1.965' .f

Y"
i: -: O. ~ ¿¡ (27)

Since the rati.o is independent of any cosmological parameters (assuming

that 0( rema~ns constant) and since the interaction energy is a rela-

tively small. contribution, we will neglect it in calculations. Similarly

"
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we neglect the coulomb interaction energy of the particles. This

enables us to use an equation of state which is based upon a system of

non-interacting particles. Hence we write

E = i k T r n¿ + 0. T't
1. Q. TLl

P = 'f' T r 't~+ -:

(28)

(29)

I

VI(o-V) , for nuclear reactions (and compton

scattering) is short compared to the cosmological expansion time scale

Since the time scaLe,

(Alpher, Follin and Herman, 1950) we have assumed the matter and radia-

tlon to be in equilibrium. The equilibrium temperature may be different

in the perturbed and unperturbed regions, however. Hence our perturba-

tion procedure is the same as in the previous problem, except that we use

time as an independent variable and add

Yli ':'rL(t) (l+d'Y¿('!Jt))

c¿ =Ci.e¡;) (1-t£Cl.(Y",t))

(30)

(31)

.
It is easily seen that.if m¿ is the mass of a particle of species A. ,

then

2:rnLcL, = 1 (32)

Detailed computations of the rate of nuclear energy generation

in the perturbation can only be made by numerically integrating the full

set of reaction equations along with the hydrodynamic perturbation equa-

tions. A reasonable estimate may be made, however, by considering only

the, instigating reaction ~(l¡~)d which releases ¿:~ = 2.2 rnev per

reaction. We therefore take the rate of energy production to be

11- .1:; (rrv)o 'f" l"'h.,,£Q1 i. nu.c ea."f . r o. (33)
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and, following Hawking and Taylor (1966) take

(o-V)=-7i(IO.20 (34)
independent of temperature in the range of interest. From Peebles' (l966)

calculations we find that a good approximation to the nùmber density of

neutrons during this period is

.... WI

'rri (t) :: ¥1y¡(tò) (~ ) (35)

where "t ~ 14 is a constant whose exact value will not change our result

significantly 0 Since only a fairly small fraction of the protons pro-

duce helium, it will be a good approximation to regard their number

density as constant. To preserve electrical neutrality, the electron

densit.y is equal to the sum of the proton and positron densities.

If the perturbation is optically thick, as we assume, the net

energy radiated will be negligible. We then linearize the basic fluid

equations which become

continuity:

-áJ-= '¿ml.'ii
~ J'.P~mi;', + 2: mi"tÓC. ~!: mtn.. C,

+ H r-á;t ~m.~'it' -t Hr~'m~ h~ Jett

+ 3 \1 C£; ~ rf L 'f~ + 3 H ~ m L 'n ~S c¿, , . I.
.l lÁl'l2:;m~lï~ + '"'fu. 2:NîL n~ J (36)

momentum:

U ~W'uil + u H~hii:'(~ +~rH llr ¿I"l. \',~::

:: - ~ ~ &" Tr- 2:\' i: - ~ To J.Pr-l:'n ~-* ~ ~ 11~ J'C¡"f" (37)
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energy:

l-kf?T.,í.f2:CL + ß"T.,¡n:Ci

+~ -ç sf 2:C¿ + ~~;.f ~ ci:

.

+ .P~i: ~ c;. ere;. +

+ To.Podtzc¿ +

+fO~J)~CL"¡ i:~¿,ci:~cL + i:l:L:c~Jc¿+

+ ~ ~ 2: Ci Ó C L + i: ~ J T¿ C L + 1: A J'T L C ~ 1 +

,t IfiCti:~i:áT + 'ta.To¥JT t lfQ.rHT;*cfL+

+ l kr t\ f,-r en,. ¿ Co. + f. T,6.1r2:Cl +.p i. Le, 6 c. r J=

'1

- ( a-v) E~.t c p e,. ('1 d.P + £ C l + $ c t1) +

+ ¿~lCL r (kT~'£CL + 3~ To1 L~ 'Oi. (,h c¿ Ó'+~êL t.l+.. .
t-'ci.cf¡O +l:Ci.Jci + ~c~J'c,: .J~qt¿L.)-\

+ H r.. ¿ m i. c¿ ( of.. 1- ¡ C L\. ) J+

+ L~\mL. (~C¿-t.lèi)J( ~~ Let (ó?+ dci:)+~i;JT2:c~+

+ J~ i"~lT- ~"T~cC.i ~m,:cL(ó.f+$Cd-3.f;m.c.Toi.¡:m~t~(dJ+&cJt+~ '1\ L lJ L I j)
+, .; i~o T-% J T~ t. K1'VJ Trl" . (38)

, 0

To extract some information from this jumble we consider the case

when .
óc(:.tc~=öc~ =0r (39)

We proceed as before, retaining the largest tenus, changing to co-moving
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coordinates and expanding in plane waves. We also note that at this

+l¡~
epoch tn nearly all cosmologies of interest ~;o"' To investigate

thegro'wth of thermonuclear instabilities we solve the resulting equa-

tions for the temperature perturbation and find (where ~ :: ~o )

dT(4) = Ólei) t~;- (~!t~) (~~ -i- ('(~+I))( 1- -è~ ~+i) t;- +

'3 A tl. t:\~Yf 0 .:. )
+ î 0( , ('f+ i) 'l oW t"l + lí ( t - t '*

where t.~ 500 sec 0 and

(40)

2. (()v)~n.p'f'f(~=\) :: lO-b.::i¡
i. a. -ç If

This gives essentially an algebraic growth rate. It therefore seems

fA ::. ,i
(41)

likely thatthermonu-clear instabilities grow, but rather slowly and

over a rather short period, since' the maximum value of t* is most

probably less than 10. Whether the shock waves produced by this per-

turbatiQn can continue expanding after the thermonuclear period is an

unsettled question for future study. On the basis of the present

analyses of thermonuclear and decouplinZ instabilities, it appears

very likely that irregularities can develop in an initially homo-

geneous universe during critical phases of its expansion.
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Self Gravitating Isothermal Gas

Johannes Schmid-Burgk

Equilibrium configurations of an ideal gas under the influence of

pressure and gravitational forces will be investigated here for the case

that gravit.ation is due to the gas as well as to point masses imbedded in

it 0 Two restrictive assumptions are made: the gas is supposed to be

isothermal, and all physical quantities shall depend on two cartesian

space coordinates, x and y, only. "Point" mass in this context then

means a straight line loaded with mass of constant line density and ex-

tending to infinity in either di.rection along the third coordinate.

The relevant equat.i.ons are:

~ = C~f

~Vp=-\ìct

V~~ -: L. 1í r; .f

(ideal gas) (l)

(hydrostatic equilibrium) (2)

(Poisson i S equation) (3)
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C, the isothermal sound, speed is constant throughout space.

(l) and (2) give
c '-\llm fJ + \7 cp .: 0

fl~4e-Øk"

\71.~ :: 4 7TG.I e -~z.

(4)

(5)

and this leads to
(6)

¡; here is a reference density, the density att.he location where 4i=O.

It may be noted that a similar equation describes the time-

independent density of a large group of stars, the distribution func-

tion .t of which has the form .A / ) __ _ ~ .-4 -0( ( ~..+ cP )
:f r. ~ /i r.. e .'

'1 :: %10 and dimensionless coordinates byRet.urning t.o (6) and defining
, jJi. iTCi-l \

(XJY)= C~ (X)~) leads to a"J ()'- _
( ¡¡ X' + õ Y') 'l ~ e 'l

This non~ linear equation has been solved by Lionville (I),

(7)

Two quick

ways exist to obtain his results, both of them making use of complex

\:"1

:: ~ ( ø ~ - L - :y )d êl
'/ (7~ 'ò~

d
a'X

a
'ge

d
-: are then replaced by

= ~ (~ +~ ;t) ì

variables 2-:: X tL Y and ä:: X - LY 0

d
Õ..

and

and

becomes

The first way consists in relating one differential equation of seconda'" -lj
order, here 4 ô?'e¡ ip:: e ) to two equations of first order:

:: ~ (X + -41):: l; e (~- 41l:i

.. ~ (X - i:) = "i e-C)O+ i¡Y~

(8)

(9)

Operating * on (8),

'l -y;
V 1f:. e ) subtraction

ëJã~ on (9), and adding the results leads to
'"

to V it:. O. Thus, any harmonic function

with i. : ~(i¡i)and

X ~ 'X (.1 ~) .
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X(~..~) ;: -Xi (Z) + 1;) (~) can be inserted into (8) and (9) to give a set

of equations for ~. alone. The integration of this set yields immediately:

tV : 2 Pm (1 + 1J. V) - Pm ( 8 i~ 1: ). (10)

Here 1i is an arbitrary function of -2 alone, V- of ~ alone, the arbi-

trariness reflecting the fact that Xl and X.i are arbitrary themselves.

In order to give real functions tV , U-has to be chosen depending on the

choice of v.ê), as
v-(~) == tlL~)

The second way is suggested by the fact that any function 4'1(.2-) + lJ, (ï!)

added to tV will not alter the left-hand side of (7); it will however give

rise to a factor

-~ C;;)-\Viii'o)e on the right,

Changing from coordinates z. , ~ to new coordinates ur(z), 1.C~) will

\"2-.bring a factor of the same structure to the differential operator V

Putting
dur
cL"%

-~ ('#)==e and d- - iv (2-)-==e ~
cL~

leads to an equation of the same structure as (7) but in new coordinates

ur, 1Y. Thus, from one known solution one can construct others by re-

placing (2:" '2) by (w- V) in and adding - &i (~~ . ~~) to tp. Since one

real solution is

4J =.2 -& (i + ~"2) - in 8 J

one obtains finally

-tpe ::
% dw d.w-
~ cL"¥

Ú+IJ w)2-
(11)

( u. not constant!)
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In the following, suitable functions W will be searched to describe

possible gas configurations.

A first trial is 1Js Q.r + f. , with this, the density becomes

;0:: ¡; e~lj:: 8a-ã.Ao L' +: Irfi + a.a. r'l+- (oJ + ãl)X ~(al- aJ)¿ YJ:l
2. y2-

with r '2:: X. + .

For l = 0 and real Q., this gives

(12)

D $Ja. '2¡g (13)
.. ~ (/+a.'LY':i)2.

l. =l 0 shifts the point of symetry in the (Xi y)-piane. This cylin-

drical distribution is characterized by a rapid decrease of density,

like r -If , far away from the axis; density in the center and slope

2-
are both determined by the same parameter Q. . This solution was dis-

cussed by Walker (II).

Another configuration without singularities in the potential is

possible: choosing
W :. 0. elri! + y, ((LJ ~ -t Ji)

corresponds to densities of the form

0. tl 1r(i! tä)
Q a.~ e

.p:: í. -i -i "C +5:) f I.~ 6:a)J::, II + ìi + a. e 2:.. -I '(Oi\.e -fe ==

a.ga-~

((1 + Y'")e-tlX+ a:elYX+ 2a.:i Cf li Y J': (14)

which, after eliminating all irrelevant constants, reduces to

1. ( 1- A !a ) ,'.0
,l = ß (~X _ A ~ y) 2. UJ 0 ~ A c: 1 (15)

This solution has been discussed by Stuart (III) in connection with

laminar mixing layer studies.

For A: 0 this represents the well-known ~ 2X profile of
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gaseous sheets varying along one space coordinate only. Clearlyvalues

of A =l 0 describe periodic structures superimposed on this one-dimen-

sional sheet. For;: given, the wavelength of these variations is com-

pletely fixed. Maxima of density occur at points X:: 0 ,Y:: .1riTr ( yZ integer),

the amplitude there being
l +A.tJ :1,t I-A)/ma.,i = " (16)

1 ikewise the minima along X= 0 have

I-AA = '- l: I+A)/min (ll)

so that the ratio JJ = f, i¡ . describing the degree of deviation from
yno.y./)m 1'\

the cosh2-sheet configuration becomes
~

D~ (l/~~) . (18)

Hence, the selection of appropriate values of A between 0 and 1 permits

the description of weak perturbations on the sheet (A ~~ i) as well as very

pronounced gas concentrations separated by nearly empty space (A ~ i).

Expanding (15) around X:: 0 ) y :: Yl ir gives

2A (I-A'3);= = \ (i + r:¡ A :t A (y -; iT)~)'J (l9)

the equipotential lines being of elliptic form around the crests (ratio

of major to minor axis (I ~ fA), of hyperbolic form near the minima. As

A approaches I , (19) tends towards the circular geometry of (13).

How does the average mass per unit length along the third coordinate,

). a,1,~ , contained in one ce 11 (- TC ~ Y -: iT, -ao ~ X 4( 00 )

#.'3' i ~Py r: Xl (Xi V), J ~1T~~' = '2 C / ;J i ·

- il -oc

depend on A ?

(20)
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Thus, for ).n"V'd given, ß is fixed, but the choice of a suitable value

of A is still completely free. Therefore specifying the mass content

pe.r cell does not define the density profile apart from the wavelength.

Each of these possible configurations has the same average density of

thermal energy,

A similar freedom in choosing a special profile appears in the

circular case (l3). The total mass per unit length of the circ~lar

cylinder is l)
r ('-8 Q. '2,d r- C'"M.J.. .:lild Lf r( .. 2.)2.:.2C; .,i. 7i/cl$ 1+0- r .
o

(21)

'Z
a result again independent of the free parameter a. . This brings out

the fact that for given temperature (C~) one and only one total mass per

unit length can sustain itself under its awn gravitational force, and

that for this mass a continuous set of possible configurations exists,

none of which seems distinguished among its neighboring states by one

of the basic equations (1) to (3).

This situation is also demonstrated by the process of filling a

circular cylindric container consisting of a solid wall (radius R. ) with

gas of constant temperature, at a slow rate. As the total gas content !V

of the cylinder increases, the density profile will change according to

(13) , and ! &' cC r d r
M :: :2 íT ~ j(i + a.~ ~ t f

6

-- g'7T¡ga.2.R"

l+'Info CL'ZGR7c7.
(22)

Thus, the total mass will at first grow linearly with 0.'2 but later level

off near the value ~ ~, the slightest addition of mass then causing a

..
large change in a. , L e. in central density and degree of gas concen-
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trationnear the axis. Reading the value:2 cß. would correspond to all

gas being at the axis of the container; the ideal gas law will have broken

down before that stage and some process like collapse into a Upoint" mass

may be expected.

It must be remarked here that for two-dimensional configurations

like those considered above no virial theorem exists, reflecting the fact

that the gravitational potential of a line mass of infinite length tends

toward infinity at large distances from the line. Total mass per unit length

and thermal energy content therefore allow no conclusion about the content

of gravitational energy 0

To describe equilibrium configurations for any given amount of total

mass, one is thus led to search for solutions to, Liouville's equation that

possess singularities at certain points in space; around these points, the

potential should vary like the logarithm of distance in order to give the

right dependence on a "point" mass. Some such structures are easily obtained

by putting

w--=a~Y\..6, Q.J b ~ (23)

density becomes then

0- ,2 :i ~ n-'1o n aY

o + b 'J + a..i r 2.11 + 2 a. br ..~ n If J -i Vrp=p(~t)
For b:: 0 and 1'(')' 1 this describes structures containing no gas at the origin,

¡o (24)

the mass then being concentrated in a ring. The total mass per unit length

is
Mtb :: 2c:iI)'1

c;
, (25)

again independent of the slope and maximum value of density, i.e.
'2

a. , and
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proportional to \)'1.

For small Y , the potential varies like

~ (,-) 0) = - c2.(.:lnl-.2).f ".+~ (26)
which indicates a "pointll mass of strength

mó=(i-lh))f (27)

at the origin. The negative value (~~l l)ShOWS this to be a repelling

mass that prevents the gas from falling into the origin.

The following remarks are adequate here:

(i) For O:: 0 and l1 integer, (24) gives distributions periodic

around the central repelling mass; the wavelength along circles

~ = canst, being proportional to the total gas mass. For on most

integers, such solutions are ruled out for reasons of single valuedness.

(ii) The above results contain the amount of ~ only, such that~ -~W..r corresponds to the same configuration as u. .- "e Hence,

not every different function ur will necessarily give rise to a different

solution to Liouville's equation.

(iii) In order to obtain gravitationally realistic attracting Upointl!

masses, one must require I ~ I ~ i This rules out the existence of

structures periodic around these masses 0 The ratio"R between central

mass and total gas mass is

"R :
I-Ihl
:i/Yll (28)

ThtlS, this ratio can obtain any positive value for 0 L , n \f 1 , but to

each given value of R , there exists only one amount of total gas mass

that can be in equilibrium at this ratio. Again, for In J and T fixed,
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an infinite set of configurations seems possible. A given total amount

of matter, c'2M-
G (I ¿: In !: i)

will split up into a pa.rt concentrated in one point, with mass

-lo = (.2-IV) ~i, (29)

and another part existing as an ideal isothermal gas, with

m~ = 2.( M-I) f (30)
The less free gas is present~ the more matter must be concentrated in

the central point to make equilibrium possible. The solutions (24) do
:¡

not provide for cases in which gaseous masses with ~~ ~ ~ ~ exist in

equilibrium with or without one "point" mass imbedded in it, However,

more than one point mass might sustain an amount of gas larger than 2. Cß'

One is thus led to search for functions ur(a) that correspond to

more than one singularity in the potentialo In the limiting case of many

small "point" masses one might expect a density distribution resembling

those embedded in a continuous "background" density as it is, for example,

represented by the star field in the galaxy that acts gravitationally on

the galactic gas 0 In the case of a star density, ..hvi. ' not influenced

by the gas present, Poisoon i s equation becomes

\7 ~ ~ :: I../it G?o e -Ølc'l+ l. il G~toA
(3l)

In general, solutions to

v"'i. =- e.-Ll+f (X) Y ) (32)

should be searched for. Can functions If be found that in some sense are

the limiting solution to (32) when f (X) y) is subsequently replaced by

more and more but smaller and smaller Ö -like "point" masses?
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The corresponding functions e -i. must in no point in the finite

(x) Y) -plane attain the value zero (this would be

masses). Functions W- with alw/d.i! of the form

II M -I
~):i(ë-èK) K

points of repelling

dw
cLa =

(33)

would be expected to give useful solutions. 7:K:: ì(~+ i Yk here marks

the. N points of mass-carrying singularities the strength of which is

given by ( YlK). (I YìK I again has to be smaller than 1 .)

\),:, (if ( ~ I _ n d-a can be obtained exp licitly only in fewK ~ .. %K K
cases of specific values N) ?~) Y'k. nK,=D for all K allows integration

by expressing TI by partial fractions:
t-

v ('-~') =- r :-~" '

.' (i)

ßK = 'Tt.
1

~K - ì!¡
(34)

the prime on 7T denoting the omission of the term for ¿ :. k. . One

arrives at

ú.:: ~+¡SKtn(r-'lk;)' (35)

This W, however, leads to multivalued functions I) W" in the solution

(for example, 'W=.e i! leads to-ll I g
e =? Q -t (.e y- y,+ cp aJ 2-

Cutting the(XJ Y) -plane from r".: 0 to 00 along 'l = il and interpreting

the discontinuity of slope i. at cp= iT as the result of a line mass along

this radius is not reasonable here since the line mass would have to be

repelling) .but any function f(i.) is a solution to (7) as well as W it-

self, and thus, choosing

o(w _ -t -II )o(lJK v~ = e + 00 = C, k (¡. - rl( + 0 (36)
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one avoids any ambiguities in the expression for W iD. Then,

d i; - oIA -I
-- ;: 0( C, \~ (:e - i!K ) \( :) (37)

and

_ Y' ~ ~ lC~ (if (= _~i)o(¡3rl) (F (i _~ j r,.j -I )f:: to e =- -, 2.o D +C~(~ (2-riJ0y)(Vce-i;i)cXßJ)J

o % 0 has been assumed for reasons of sinWlevaluedness again.
-(I)

In the case of all ol¡1.. real,O(¡9i' = It 01 which allows
, K= J è l - i! K

for both positive and negative' values; in the case of all "point" masses

(38)

aligned along Y = canst. for example,

sign, Subsequently positive /3,; will

.
neighboring t. will have opposite

be denoted by~. , negative ones

by -N1. Rearranging (38) then gives

" _~ ~ "c~(f(~-'~ ",i.e, 1-')(1 (i-ij)" I.eJH)
4J rl( 0( N't)( e.N,~ì" (11 Qt ~) (7f - 0( 1ì). J:i

u TI (i! -'l~) ~ (i -211) ') + C, .e (a. i't) .e (i - ee )
The singularities of 41 represent Upoint" masses at the points

(~l

X i. -= It ~ ~

y ~ := I tY =L

and of strength
2.

'(L::(I~~il3¿I)f. (40)

The form of (39) allows for direct interpretation: the logarithm of the

nominator on the RHS represents exactly the potential of the IV point

masses alone. The presence of the gas modifies the configuration through

the denominator term, To obtain only attracting masses, again I cxl3t/ ~ 7

is required 0 The magnitude of ¡1 i is an easy measure of the extent to

which the gas around a singularity influences the configuration; the
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from 1 except in the imediate vicinity ,of r :: rK, .
rI

shall mean eei"'S/( it:? - ~K ìJ K , taking the real /VK, -root of the

( )NIl (_ _ )NK,, the less the term 'j-l!l( z-ri~ will be different

(¡.!~)N"'("i _ ~K) Nr-

smaller N'y or ~

here

real, positive function in square brackets,~ ~
The effect of varying C1 can be seen by increasing C1 from 1

The larger (1 ' the more the terms in ~ outweigh those in

~ Consequently the gas will be more and more unevenly distributed

between P- and /1- singularities, The value of 0(/3.; has to be real for

to 00

all í. ; were it complex" 0( ß/.' == RI.' + LI¿ factors like
, "I'

( ~~~~) ~
would arise in the products; the example ?K ::(OJO) shows that these

factors are not singlevalued: (-.ei.1, )iIL -= _
, -l ~ 1 i

eYe -ir :J
no way of introducing cuts along cp:. ~ ' originating from :. :'?'K would

lead to physical situations (the required line masses along Cf-=Cf would

be infinite).

The restriction: ~¡ei = real puts a strong constraint on the geo-

metrical distributions that the mass points can be assigned. Among the

possible cases are

l) all mass "points" along a straight line in the (X) V)-piane

ll) array of 3x3 points

11.) all mass points aligned along radii originating from one point,

with constant angle between neighboring radii, the mass distribution

being the same along each radius.

In each case, the relative strength of the individual "pointslt is
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fixed once all positions are given, by the formula defining,li ' the

only free parameter being 0( The points at the ends of a straight line

have ¡3 much smaller than the centrally located points, their potential

therefore is altered less locally by gas present than the potential of

central singularities,

To illustrate the dependence on,ß , the special case of two

masspoints of equal strength, (i -A) ~.. , is discussed here:

¡j,;r -;.z. ' (41)
The points shall be separated by a distance

L
2a.C
l.íTGt:

The dens i ty then is

r i. -iJA-¡ r "i.JA-1cK2C~L(X-(k)+Y L(X-ta.')+ y .
F = .fc. ((CX -O.)f' y"t + c ~(('l +0.:;+ y~)IlJ!i

For A.coe I , tnis describes a distribution nearly independent of the

influence of self-gravitation*; forA ~ 1, (42) approaches the circular

(42)

configuration 2.c2.
eX 1

I:: ß, r(C~+I)~2.+(C~+I)(XP.+ yt)J'

nearly everywhere in the (~)Y)-plane.

(43)

Defining the Iltransition" between these two characteristic distri-

but ions by the appearance of a local density maximum away from either of

A R '2the mass "points", this transition occurs at a value of = T for C¡ = i.

C~* 1 shifts this local maximum to the right of x~Y= O(C2.)1) or to

the left (C 'l ~ 1).

~tThe configuration consists of two "atmospheres" around the mass points

with one density minimum in between.
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Similar features hold for more numerous points along a line;

the analytical expressions are straightforward; in any such case solu-

tions with as well as without local density maxima can be constructed.
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A Generalization of the Jeans Criterion

for Gravitational Instability in an Expanding Universe

Joseph I. Silk

I. Introduction

According to Jeans' formula, a cloud of ideal gas of pressure

and density ~ ' with an equation of state of the form l:: f(,tm') ,

will be unstable to small fluctuations in the density if its length

scale is greater than

( íi d. ~ \V~G ßn rl ¡Oro )
Jeans' derivation assumed that the cloud is both static and of

uniform density. Bonnar (1957) extended Jeans' result to apply to a

Newtonian cosmological model. Here we shall extend Bonnar i s work to

apply to a relativi.stic cosmology. For adiabatic perturbations our
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conclusions will be equivalent to those of Lifschitz (1946), except that

the final equations for the growth of the perturbation will be considerably

easier to manipulate than Lifschitz' results. We shall be able to con-

sider also the case of optically thick perturbations, approximating the

general relativistic radiative transfer equation (which has so far not

been obtained) by a "locally" covariant (Le. special relativistic) form

of the diffusion approximation.

II. Perturbatioup in Newtonian cosmology,

Equations for a Newtonian cosmological model are derivable from the

hydrodynamic equations for a perfect compressible fluid

~g. + u. . \) u. =- F - -+ 'i t:'at - - - \ ,
Ô¡O + Ç7. (t ~) = 0 (1)
at

\1- F :. -q ïrGp

with an equation of state .p:: l( t). If we require spherical symetry,

radial motion and homogeneity, these equations reduce to the form
. "J - Gp
H+H =-411-=
p+3Ht:O

where we have written u.-:'i 1- (t-).
#

If we introduce a function a. (-I) by writing \-et) :: ~, these give the

usual equations for a zero-pressure homogeneous, isotropic cosmilogy, namely

(ci):2:: g lTG ,l + A ) ¡: 0.3 := ~/a. 3 a. := ~ $~)
tA1here the cosmological model is elliptical, hyperbolic, or parabolic in

(2)

nature, depending on whether the integration constant It is negative, pos-

itive, or zero,

Taking equations (2) for his zeroth order solution, Bonnar (1957) was
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able to derive the .Jeans criterion by carrying out a linearized per-

turbation of equation (1), writing

. ()u.':r%:+u, r-¡t "
pI -: ¿ + Pi (r¡-t ) J

pI :: ri (~t) = ($),4 p

where the subscript (1) denotes a perturbed quantity.

There results the equation

Š +~l-S +S (K k-I1iTGf)= 00. 0.9. d-p (3)

where we have written

E, =

E
Wn (ri-f ') set)

(Yl f. )

.
Suppose that the perturbation grows until it at some instant S

..
vanishes; from the sign of S , it is clear that a sufficient condi-

tion for growth of the density fluctuation is given by

(.. d. p \V~
.ì') . d~ dp)' whe re Ìi =

.2 1T 0.

n

Particular solutions of equation (3) are contained in the earlier

work of Lifschitz (1946); we shall discuss his results in section iv

be low.

ill. Re la t i vis t ic cosmo logy

Relativistic cosmology is necessary in order to describe the phase

in the universe when pressure effects may be important. A straightforward

application of the cosmological principle requires that space-time be

described by the Friedmann metric, which is of the form
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cis'1: -ct t ~ ci(t) (_ dr"l + y-'2c1.n~\

\1 + k y-~ )
where k ~+ 1) 0) -1 corresponds to the cases of a hyperbolic, parabolic,

and elliptical universe.

At the epoch we are interested in, the density of radiation may be

of the order of, if not much greater than the density of matter. To prove

this, we assume that the universe was filled at some init.ial state with

black body radiation, which cooled adiabatically as the universe expanded

o
t.o the observed isotropic microwave background temperature of about 3 K

(Penzias and Wilson, 1965).

This assumption enables us to deduce that the radiation tempera-

ture ~ varies inversely as a, i. e.

T"".L~ a. (4 )

At a temperature of about 40000K, the cosmic gas, previous ly fully ionized

hydrogen, begins to go neutral, and the radiation and matter decouple. We

are primarily interested in the phase before decouplingo

Further, the assumption that baryon number is conserved allows us

to deduce tha t
~ r1: ~.
m

(5)

An application of the first law of thermodynamics gives

cL (-1 ) + p d. ( t) = 0

for which

f. 0.*: ~R
( 6)

We have assumed that the pressure due to matter is much less than

that due to. radiation, that

if"" \t -.110 C~i-í~-3'~ )
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and define:

~ = fyv + tR. .
(6a)

Therefore we see that ~f;
of observed quantities by

~ -L , whence, denoting present~
subscript zero, we obtainvalues

~
~

= ~o
r:ø

í
To

= b 11 T
c'i 0 f?mo

where b is Stefan i s constant.

T ~Cl Ii:From this, since 0 = .o :! K, we have that

( tR ) '= O. q r + i. 3J ,0_30f m dic.upfj'r3 ( - 017 ~o
Values for ~ go from 2xlO-29gm/cm3 (theoretical) to 7xlO-3lgm/cm3

o

(observed). Thus only in the extreme case of high density is the radia-

density at decoupling.

lJ
that -l .. -( 1 prior

to decoupling. If this condition does not hold, then the relativistic

tion density substantially less than the matter

C l,çarly, we should not assume in general

cosmological model, which includes the effect of pressure, must be used.

Moreover, the perturbation itself must be described by relativistic

equations, to include the gravitational coupling between radiation and

matter. This enters not only into the Poisson equation, but also into

the equations of motion, as may be seen by examining the post-Newtonian

equations of hydrodynamics (Chandrasekhar, 1965).

iv. Perturbations in a Friedmann universe.

Lifschitz (1946) considered arbitrary small perturbations of the

matter distribution and of the gravitational field. He perturbed the

Einstein field equations by replacing the metric ~ LJ' by 3LJ + d ~ t j

where the ~~j correspond to the Friedmann metric above, and the d~¿J
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describe the perturbation. It was not possible to obtain a single explicit

equation for the growth of the dens i ty fluctuation 61 However, Lifschitz-E
was ab Ie to obtain solutions for two particular equations of state 0 For the

equation of state p = ~ é: , which corresponds to a radiation-filled universe,

Lifschitz found that the perturbation oscillated like an acoustic wave with

propagation speed ~ for short wavelengths, and grew linearly with time

for long wavelengths, relative to the radius of the visible universe 0

He also considered the case ~ = 0 , and found that the perturbation

satisfied
~ -- t :Ò13
E.

These solutions were all for a parabolic universe, Because of the compli-

cated nature of his equations, he was unable to obtain any explicit criterion

for the stability of the perturbations,

v 0 Jeans i criterion for adiabatic perturbations.

The method that we shall outline allows an explicit Jeans' criterion

to be obtained for the perturbations. It involves the use of the Misner-

Sharp equations (C. W. Misner, D. H.Sharp, 1965). These are essentially

a description of a collapsing spherically symetric mass, in comoving coor-

dinates, and are

ê) ') r'" d~
at (cr'R = (E +1') 'R' dr

d m = Ii 11 R:L R1 e ,dr
Ci= ~? - ~íT"Rp ,

Y'
I ÔO-
IS Cìr

. ~
=i -4Típ'R"R ,
:. I n~)

G-;¡ l --

M51

where
r\~ i +o-"lR"J_ 2.; ·

To complete this set of equations an equation of state p= reG') must also
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be specified.

We shall simply apply Bonnor's method (section II) to these

equations. For the zeroth order background, let us take 6.) l) cr to be

functions only of time, and write R :ro.(t:).

Then MSI reduces to

~ = - ~(f+3p)
. :4~=

Q'2

oM ko 3 + a.~)

where we have transferred to a new time variable t':: 5 a-1;) , and sub-

sequently dropped the primes. These are precisely the Friedmann equa-

tions: it may be shown that the metric is identical to that in (3).

We now perturb away from the Friedmann background by replacing

E(ic)t)~t;(t);-f./("" t) etc., in MSI. After some reduction, we obtain the

following equation:

:r 1 ::. ~~ ;;-ßsj: ~. ~~ ( %r r +, ô"r (r~ ;;) + ~, ; (r' ;:.)JJ

5 - -swhe re I - e'

ex :: :2 4.(1 - a) - -Lci E, Got l

( 3 1.3 .ß = 4 iT E: + 8 p _ ~+ _ a.. . E 47i a.

(7 )

Ef~ 1

We seetha~ separable solutions of the form

S (~t) =- 5ct)f (r)
may be obtained" For the case k = 0 t ()-) is given by

f(v-)

,= 5U ri rand (7) reduces to
Yl r '

Š + 0( Š = S(¡J _ \-n'3 ~!

À :: ~ liCL.
"Y

(8)

whe re
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Arguing as in the Newtonian case, we deduce that a sufficient condition

for instability is

ÌI.,À =:r (4TíJ. A) Y2,ß cLG
(9)

I t may be readily shown that the solutions to equation (8) and the two

extreme cases of a radiation-filled and a dust-filled universe corres-

(

pond to the results of Lifschitz (section iV) 0 In the limit ~ :/ '/ ~ '

equation (9) becomes

_ ( 3íIÀ 3 - ~ 4G tR
d. OY:2i
de (lO)

where in this limit, we obtain from (S), (6) and (6a) that

(~)5 ::
i

':

.0 C "2
, R

fR +irt-m
(11)

VI. Optically thick Eerturbations 0

The problem considered by Peebles (L96S) was concerned with opti-

cally thin perturbations, ioe. a perturbation in which the radiation field

was unaffected to first order. He ruled out the possibility of an opti-

cally thick perturbation by deducing that at some stage in its past, its

linear dimension L could be much greater than the radius of the visible

if gravitationally bound, satisfies GM:¡ ') 1 , and so would be unstable
LC

c
=H' From this it follows that the mass of the system,universe 'R

ViS

against gravitational collapse. Peebles argues that it is unreasonable to

expect any part of the observable universe to have already collapsed, and

so rules out the possibility of an optically thick perturbation.

This argument is not valid however, since, going backwards in time,

-~ II"
decreases as E M (where the mass M of the blob is taken to beL
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constant if it is gravitationally bound) and would become equal to Àj ,

at a value slightly less than lR vi & . We see this from (10), for

whereas 'RV1..

c

\r = L ~ Grr.

= ( c J y~~ íi G tR) .

I+~t) ,

In other words, at any eariier instant, the perturbation would not

have yet formed,

It should also be pointed out that the optically thin approxima-

tion for the perturbation only applies at a relatively late epoch. For

example, the size of a bound perturbation reaches optical depth unity

at lOOOoK for M = 1012Me ' and at iO,OOOoK for M = lO~e At higher

temperatures, the perturbations will be progressively more optically

thick. In this calculation, the only source of opacity was assumed

to be due to electron scattering.

VII. Relativistic equations for an optically thick perturbation.

Misner and Sharp (1965) have also included radiative transfer in

a modification of MSI, but in the optically thick limit. They apply

the diffusion approximation, which was shown by L. H. Thomas (1930) to

be consistent with special relativity.

The only equation that we have previously used that has to be

modified is that for the rate of change of the quantity, Vi , which

is now

yY '= /1- -ô '00 r Ii _ 0"2- '7 /I P f\ f\ - a: ì Ii 1\ 'V

ba-Il d (:C~)
3 K,Pm 'R' 'r .. u

MSIIwhere

i ~
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Here b is Stefanisconstant, and k. the opacity, The quantity i is

similar to the radiation flux, as may be noted from the energy equation

(we did not need this before as it involved an additional variable

which had been eliminated from .MSI):

d (f) Ò (i \ rcr?.
~ ~ +p 'ò t fm) ~ - R'L R' f

d
òr (~)

The result of an exactly analogous calculation to that described above is

/.. l.l-7f LfhTif C K "å.(_-l_.2~ T -~ aJrwT, _~Jiì
5+O(S-ßS = -n et 3Kt(é+'t) L ie+ a. I €/ Hl +4 T P +õf LE: T ~ 1J (12)

where we need to specify an equation of state

r~p(ßn,T)"
and an expression for £ :: E (~)1) in order to obtain an equation for sit)

alone. It should be noted that equation (12) reduc~s to equation (8) in

the limit of infinite optical depth.

VIII. Sumary of results.

An explicit Jeans criterion has been obtained for the instability

of adiabatic perturbati.ons in a Friedmann universe. This can be extended

to include optically thick perturbations, although the resulting criterion

has not been given here in the more general case.

It is noteworthy that all the damping terms which arise from the

finite optical depth are of order

(mean free path) 2
(wavelength)

multiplying the Peebles radiation drag term in the optically thin case.

It has been pointed out that the assumpt.ion of large optical thickness

is an extremely good one up till a relatively late epoch (e. g. up to
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T'R = iO,OOOoK for a gravitationally bound perturbation of mass one

million solar masses).

It is suggested that a similar procedure could be applied to the

post-Newtonian hydrodynamical equations, in which case an optically thin

perturbation could possibly be treated. The reason for this is that to

solve the exact relativistic problem, one has to solve a covariant trans-

i.j
fer equation for the radiation stress tensor -r~ ' whereas in the

equations of energy and of momentum, only the covariant derivative of

this tensor is required as a source term. This latter quantity can be

obtained approximately without solving the transfer problem.

Finally, it might be noted that the effects of rotation on the

perturbation could be included in a post-Newtonian treatment.
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The Stability of Stratified Couette Flow

Stephen A, Thorpe

Abstract:

The effect of stratification on the stability of Couette flow is

examined for the case in which the common axis of the rotating cylinders

is vertical and the gap between them is small. An analogy between this

problem and that of Bénard convection between rotating paralle 1 planes

is established; for small amplitude steady convection the analogy is

exact when appropriate boundary conditions are taken and the difference

between the angular velocities of the two cylinders is small. For finite

amplitude instabilities and for overstability, the role played by the

'"
Prandtl number, cr , in the rotating Benard problem is reversed; it is

for values of Ci greater than unity at which these instabilities are

important, overstability being possible only for values of cr greater

than 1,43.

I. Rotation of a stratified fluid.

As a preliminary to the examination of stratified Couette flow,

we examine the possibility that steady rotational flow may exist in a closed

cylinder, rotating and symetrical about a vertical axis 0 Z , of a fluid

which is continuously stratified. If the fluid is in solid body rotation

the surfaces of constant density are paraboloids with axes vertical.

lrroof: The Navier-Stokes equations become, for steady motion,

17 ~ = - t C~ X 0- ~ r) .¡ ~ '1 ~ J

where p is the pressure, f density,n =(o;o)si) the angular velocity of

(1)

the fluid, and Oë is measured upwards,
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JE ;. ~pHence 'a 'r =.Si f r , 'ã :: - t ~ where '( is a distance measured from

the axis 01: .

But, taking the curl of (1),

'\x(1l) = -~:¡ \/fx'Vp ;0..

and so

n~~ 1. +q ~ =0.Gi! d õ-r (2)

n.. '('')Hence ~ = p (~ - 23 ' which proves the result J

If now the density (the changes of which are produced by the

variation of temperature or salinity) is diffusive and the cylinder

insulating,

and

12

a) í1 f:: 0 in the body of the fluid

Õl "
b) ;S :: 0 at the walls of the cylinder.

Condition (b) is clearly not satisfied unless -r =0. In gen-

eral this restriction on t at the walls will lead to the generation of

vorticity at the wall where Q f X iJ t is no longer zero. It may be shown

that condition (a) cannot be satisfied for any density distribution in

the fluid if .J is constant (see Appendix I(a)) and thus sol;id body rota-

tion is impossible in an axisymetric vessel containing a stratified fluid.

If the angular velocity in the fluid is a function of r alone,

then Couette flow, .J(r ):.A + Jt is the only possibility for a viscous fluid
,¡i.

with no azimuthal pressure gradient. We have already considered ß = 0

(solid body rotation). A bounding surface of a fluid container has a fixed

angular velocity (Jl , say), and if the fluid has this velocity at the

container, Jl = At E. , and the containing walli r2.

( 13 )'1-.der, r =.n -A = constant, a.
,

must therefore be a cylin-

But (2), condition (b) and the con-
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ditionthat l is not constant but uniformly stratified, imply that

~
SL1a.=O or JL,=O The walls of the container do not move, and

therefore the fluid is at rest; hence again steady rotation is impossible

for insulating walls. Condition (a) cannot be satisfied for Couette flow

(Appendix I(b)), and steady rotation is thus impossible.

The time required for steady currents to be established has not

been determined. In an experiment in which a strat.ified brine solution

with stability frequency about 1 sec-l was rotated steadily at a rate of

one radian per second in a cylinder of radius II cms, no secondary currents

were observed in a period of 3 hours. The apparatus used is shown in

Fig. 1. It is concluded that a state close to solid body rotation may be

achieved in the laboratory in some conditions with a stratified fluid.

We are thus encouraged to proceed to consider the stability of steady

stratified Couette flow on the assumption that these currents derived as

described above may be small and negligible. (Similar effects may occur

in rotating stars. These are associated with Van Zeipel. See for example

Eddington's book, "The Internal Constitution of Stars", C.U.P., p.283.)

II. The analogy between the Bénard problem with rotation and the Couette

problem with stratification.

The problem of thermal convection in a fluid between horizontal planes

first studied experimentally by Bènard (1901) and theoretically by Rayleigh

(l9l6A), has been extended to include the effects of a uniform rotation about

a vertical axis by Chandrasekhar (l953) and Veronis (1959, 1966). Chandras-

ekhar showed that rotation acts so as to stabilize the motion; the critical

Rayleigh number at which convection begins is increased when the system
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Figure l.

The apparatus in which a stratified rotating cylinder of fluid may
be studied. Taps A, B, and C are adjusted so that the volume of fluid
in tank CD is always equal to that of tank ~ Tank Cã contains,
initially, fresh water. The plates D and E divert the inflow into the
cylinder F to avoid mixing. The cylinder is filled as it rotates.

rotates. Veroni$ 'has examined the cell forms which may be expected

theoretically and, in his most recent paper, has examined the first effects

of finite amplitude on the steady motions in two-dimensional cells between

free-free boundaries, justifying the examination of 2-D flows on the find-

ings of recent experiments which suggest that these motions are found at

the onset of ~nstability.

Flow between two rotating cylinders was first examined experimentally

by Couette (l890). The inviscid flow was shown by Rayleigh (19l6B) to be
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stable if the square of the circulation increases outwards, and, in the

argument providing this criterion, Rayleigh used an analogy between steady

rotating flow and the flow of a stratified fluid. Taylor (l923) included

the effects of viscosity and successfully predicted the onset and pattern

of instability, verifying his theoretical results experimentally. The

instabilities were found in the experiments to be axisymetric. *

Reference must also be made to the results by Görtler (1959) who

established an analogy between the instability of laminar boundary layer

flow on a concave wall and that on a flat heated wall. Görtler showed

that the boundary layer instability on a curved wall may be retarded if

the wall is cooled.

We shall here examine an analogy between Benard convection with

rotation and the Couette flow of a stably stratified fluid between rota-

ting cylinders. It will be noticed that, in these systems, there is an

interesting contrast in the roles played by stratification and rotation,

for in the Bènard problem the stratification acts as a destabilizing mech-

anism and rotation (as we have remarked) is stabilizing, whilst in the Couette

flow with a stable density gradient, it is the rotation which is destabil~

izing (as shown by Taylor) whilst the stratification will stabilize.

The analogy will be developed in cases when motions are two-dimen-

/
sional (so that in the Benard problem we have rolls, and axisymetric flow

*A comprehensive discussion of B~nard and Couette flow studies may be found
in the book "Hydrodynamic and Hydromagnetic Stability" by Chandrasekhar

(Chpts. 2, 3 and 7). Chandrasekhar mentions the analogy between the Bènard
and Couette problems. We shall have occasion below to refer to the results
quoted by Chandrasekhar and will make direct reference to parts of this
book.
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exists in the Couette problem), and the Boussinesq approximation may be

made, when the small gap approximation may be made in the Couette problem

and also when the angular velocities of the two cylinders differ by only

a small amount. The analogy is exact, with appropriate boundary condi-

tions, when the motions are small and steady (for example, when the in-

stability takes the form of small amplitude steady convective motions)

or when the Prandtl number of the flow is unity. A similarity between

the flows may be demonstrated when the motions are not steady, and, at

the least, the mathematics applied to one case may be used to find

results in the other.

If the narrow gap and Boussinesq approximations are made, if we

assume that the diff~rence in the angular velocities of the two cylinders

is small (this restriction will be relaxed later), and if in the Couette

n:"Rproblem ~ ~~ 1 , where R, is the radius of the inner cylinder and
9

~ its angular velocity, so that the lines of constant density are nearly

horizontal, we may wr,:Lte the equatd.ons of motion for tne 2-D stratified

Couette problem in the form

'2
r¡ LpJ t

t;t
V)'t

:: "J(4Jj \J~ip)+t~)( +~n.IV~è+~\Jl;tp,

= J (lt¡ p) - (J It LV) 1- + k \l d) fj

= J" (LV) II ) + (-:2 A )\l) ~ + V \7 "v "

C)hx.~ + âhil~ :r is the

. A ¡Do; ,- d~ ), iv 10 n
where \l" is the 2-D Laplace operator,

Jacobian; If is a stream function so that u.:: lJ ' W::-ll)2 ) X
is the negative initial density gradient, supposed constant; and the

angular velocity of the fluid is n (V' ì:: A + ß'l satisfying the boundary. Y'
conditions nlF():: n, , n(R2) :: SL:2 at the outer cylinder. (Pressure will
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not occur in the boundary conditions

and has been removed from the equations

of motion. It may easily be retained
u

and a direct correspondence between

~
(non-dimensional) pressures in the two

problems may be found, as in the lecture

notes by Veronis 1966). The first equation is for the azimuthal vorticity,

derived from the Navier-Stokes equation, the second represents continuity,

and the third is the equation for the azimuthal ve locity, V

d
If these equations are non-dimensionalized so that ât becomes

~~ ::tl, t becomesfo~ L( L~) t/, 4' becomes LV ljl, V becomes

(2~L) 'I'll, (Uiw) become V(u.'¡W') and ("Ll~) become L ('lI¡ ~/), where L

is a length scale and V a velocity scale. of the disturbance, then, drop-

ping the dash ( I) , we find the set of equations

:: I ~) Y:: y~ T ') " t.r¡ t¡) t = E J \.4J) \J I. -l R () ßl - (J .~~-+ 0- V lt,

fi 1: =- G J (i.) f) - 'R y~ Y'l \.I t + 'i ¡a ,

V =- E: J ( IV) V ) - Lp)a + (f \J?- Vit ..
where T'i:: '1(~A~r:1 LLf

VLPrandtl number), G = T

I

and the small gap approximation impQses the condition

n:i 1gap approximation and .ni =¡. ~ means that
.. '1R'¡ ¡'2

T7. = 2. n¡ d. v'..' rJ (1-p)- "î (1 t3,.)+ (terms

))
, (the square of the Taylor number), (j= K

10

'R = ~ L may be taken as R~- 'RJ ~ d., YK d Co
d = .4 .:c=1 .

'R1

(the

, say,

The sma 1 1

of order á~ )J

li

The asymtotic limit must be taken in such.a way as to keep T , R and rs

finite.
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(Note that R. is a pseudo Rayleigh number because 1) f3 stable

2) L not a vertical scale.)

The boundary conditions applicable are

i) no radial velocity at r ='R1 oJ 'R:i: ~: =0 o. "R,) K2.'

ii) no slip (or free boundary) at"R1) R:i= VI ~~ ::0 or"R1 ;R-i,

'J

( 0'1 ~=Oatr?h"R:i)or Ô r ' ò 'f-'

iii) perfect conductor (or insulator) at "R,,'R12: f;:O(01~;:o)

at Ri and R:z:

Note that

1) lines of constant density are not here parabolas but curves.

z. - .. r rt \' d.\' = constant where Sl =.n (r)
~ n"J'R

2) the condition -g' (..( 1 which must be realiZ¡2d will be reflected in

a restriction of the Taylor numbers which may be achieved for a given pair

of cylinders.

3) if )) - I( :: 0 and motions are small

lQ 9
'V 4J, t ': % f ~ 'I + :2 n V; -1

f;."t ': - ß¡g lV)¡(

V)t:= (-~A) LV)e,

l-') r L(kxttli-rt))and if we assume that V) f and ~ are proportional to ..t~ J

?. ß8k'J_(-~A)(iJî)n'lwe find () = ~'2+ h...

4) if A is negative there exist unstable wave numbers. (Note also that

if A /0 and 133:. 4An)~~= ~: =0 and the group velocity of waves is zero.)

Since 4~3JLt (fLr2. )'2:: ~ r i (n '(~ :: A , if n('I) ) 0 for all r , A

is proportional to the Rayleigh discriminant and on its sign depends the
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stability of the inviscid flow.

Now the equation of the B~nard problem with rotation may be

written
\7 "l4', t = E J" (~ \l"t.) + To- V) 1& -"R () ¡C.l¡( .l () \l'l1l

11 V) t :: Ë J ( 4l J V ) -To- ~'a + Û \l 'J V

fJit -= 6;"' (~l )- 4J) ¡( + n1-f

When the Boussinesq approximation is made, and, in the scaling,

íL

'- '-

d K "a
OF becomes L: at'

t L'gv l
f becomes - k tot ;

L kx
i

w~~
, , , \ , , .. , , .. ,

i. becomes LVLl' ;(U.l~W) become V(IJ'IV~vJ')j

( \ (' l) .. ~.nL:X)z ¡become X, r ; I -= ~ '

'(L'lWI _ L , ()=. 1. , 6 = VL/k and1\ - -V ~ K
1966), the temperature (9) has been'( :: ~ '* (compare with Veronis,

removed (artificially) to simplify the definition f:. fo (i + 0( e))

~ constant independent of e. The dashes ( i) have been omitted.

The appropriate boundary conditions are

1. II) = 0 at ~:. OJ L- the lower and upper boundaries,Tj )(

2) f = 0 (or fi = 0 ) at i? ': 0) L. ,

(in practice the condition in brackets is never used since walls are con-

ducting but conceptually it is a possible condition),

3) no slip; V)Lli!=O(or slip V):'~~i! =0) at i!=O" L.

The equations for set I are seen to be exactly analogous to set II

if the parameters are suitably interpreted, and an equivalence is under-

stood between (X; 2) and Cot i 'X) , (Vi p) and (f,¡ V) , 4' and l., t and t ,

and (i:R) and (R VII) T':), and (j is unity (or if the motions are small, so
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that the terms including € in sets I and II vanish, and steady, and

'l
~
V in II correspond to
¡o

'-
-r
'R

~
'/

p/Oiy~ in I). The correspondence between
Vr:
W 41 , x. , and :ë , means that ('-J I/ )
'R Il~

TlI corresponds to (-W) - u.).

At the very least the similarity between the equations implies

that the methods of analysis applicable in one case may be used and

applied to the other.

The no-slip and perfect-conductor boundary conditions correspond

exactly in the two cases. The B~nard free-free boundary with r perfectJ
lnon-

conductor corresponds to conditions

(u. -; 0 t,: :oJ W)r = 0 ~ ~ r ~ 0 at r= Tt, )"R~ )
in the Couette problem,

which are somewhat confused. It is a present limitation on the theory

that the easiest case to analyze in the Bénard problem (free-free, per-

fect conductor), has such a weird interpretation in the Taylor problem,

in that V:: 0 but W'r::O. The case t)'t::" may be a suitable boundary

condition when the walls are insulating (or if we use brine for strati-

fication) in an experiment. It should, however, be remembered that the

qualitative form of the results will probably not be severely altered

by the conditions at the boundaries.

We shall now examine the stability of the stratified Couette flow,

drawing on the known results for rotating Bénard convection where possible.

III. Steady convection of small amplitude.

For the rotating Benard problem this case has been studied ext en-
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sively by Veronis. As remarked above the analysis (but not the physics)

goes over from one case into the other. The constraint of rotation is

replaced by a constraint of stratification. The results of p. 27 in Chan-

calls T =

go over to the Couette problem, (but note that Chandrasekhar

~.n')L'l
~~ ) so that, for example, equation (130), Ch.3, becomes in

drasekhar

the Couette problem

T2= ~~((I+~)'3+~)
'2 'R ,.1,

and equation (133), Tc -7 j¡¡~( .i¡¡i:) as R -? tX J

o'rv (= kd) .~ (t1í'l"Rr"as "R-9.o. k is the vertical wave

a...
number of the disturbance, 'R is as defined below set I, and ~ : -;¡ for

7f

free-free convection. (Boundary conditions are u.:: V := W, '( = (;'Y :: 0

at walls .)

We see that, as expected intuitively, the effect of stratification

is to delay the occurrence of rolls in the azimuthal direction in the

Couette flow, and to reduce their height, the latter results being expected

because of the known tendency of stratification to a preferred horizontal

motion and reduction of vertical motion.

The curves of Fig. 21 and 22 in Chandrasekhar representing steady

convection have their direct counterparts in the stratified Couette flow.

Similarly the analysis for two rigid boundaries (u.;: V :: W = f = 0

at walls) follows. Table VIII in Chandrasekhar gives the results.

It is more difficult to interpret the details of the physical situa-

tion of which the geometry is described for the two-dimensional, rotating

Bénardcase by Veronis. The rèmarkable result that, for fluid confined

between two free boundaries, the ratio of the mean kinetic energies of the
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motion..in the horizontal plane and in the vertical direction at the

onset of stationary convection, is independent of rotation, and the

implication drawn about the constancy of the maximum possible migration

of particles in the horizontal plane (see Fig. 23, Chandrasekhar) seem

to have no direct analogy in the stratified Couette flow, where it is

very difficult to describe the flow geometry. The equation (195) of

Chandrasekhar on which the results are based, corresponds to

whilst

~ w ,. - 5 f ~ ~~ ):: k u.~ CA ~ 1T X

" J ~,2._
( I,) ': 11 U.O s. "t.:i

where dimensional units are used, and the mean is taken over a vertical

plane (i.e. a plane r = constant in the fluid) in the stratified Couette

flow. This may be interpreted to mean that the mean of the sum of the

vertical and part of the potential energy divided by the mean 'radial

kinetic energy' is a function only of radius. (The interpretation of

( 8 f'"

() cl to ) is given in Appendix II.)\ 0 --
iv. Overstability.

Overstable motions are said to occur when the onset of instability

is characterized not by a monotonic growth of some parameter, but by a

steadily growing oscillation. It has not been shown that the Principle

of Exchange of Stabilities holds in either the rotating Bénard problem

or the stratified Couette (or in general in the ordinary Couette flow) and

so we must examine the possibility of onset of convection (instability) by

overstable motions. If these can occur at a Taylor number (in the strati-

fied Coiiette flow) less than the Taylor number at which steady convection
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occurs, then it may be expected that in practice overstable mo.tion may

characterize the form of the instability. It will be found later that the

following results must be modified by the possibility of finite amplitude

steady convection, but, for sufficiently large Prandtl numbers, there will

remain the possibility of overstability occurring.

The analogy between the two problems fails when the motion is no

longer steady, and it is necessary to analyze the Couette problem ab

initio, or alternatively and quite profitably, to consider a general problem

in which the parameters may be chosen to represent either the Bénard problem

on the one hand or the Couette flow on the other. We shall consider the

general case, in which the boundary conditions correspond to the free-free

B~nard problem.

The analysis follows exactly that of Chandrasekhar § 29 and we find,

that corresponding to (221) Chpt.3, at marginal stability where the real

-i
l ::

frequency is zero,
:3

Q(r-s) -(x.+r) (2+cr-r)
()( + i )(;t nr- a-+ Y)

(3)

part of the disturbance

where p is the imaginary part of the disturbance frequency (which is S+\.l) ,
"2

Q.:= kcL(J is the Prand t 1 numbe r , -l = .2 whe re
íí'i

,

Q r T~in
the rotating Bénard problem

::
R in the stratified Couette problem,

and (ry s) :=

iei,o-)
in the rotating B~nard problem

(0-) I)
in the stratified Couette problem.

Since l2.~ 0 and i+CJ-r" ~O , it is clearly necessary that r) 5 ,

that is, (í¿( for overstability in the rotating Bénard problem, or

õ')- i in the stratified Couette flow. A necessary condition is
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. q ('(-05) ~ (i + t. "L ') ( '2 + () - yo) .

The stability parameter at marginal stability is given by

e =- (J ) r ,.'(~siT'l( 1_(j)'2,.o-Q (1+ 1cr_)-)lX r 1. '(/J - õt-'( L . ';

p _ ('R in the rotating Bénard problem,

- (T2.in the stratified Couett(' problem

(4)

where

and ¿ :: 11- 't (compare with Chandrasekhar, 222, Chpt .3). In the

stratified Couette flow, this implies ~ ~
T""- .. (7T/. (I+t.) (I+()) + (If d-) 'R).- x. è 0-"2 20-2.

It is possible to use the results found in one case and to transfer them

into the other (see Appendix III).

With variations of X. the minimum value of T 2. for given cr and

R may now be computed

Note that

d. T:: - 0er -
(3~) R2. Xo t 3)'0 =, + :i (I + ()) íí If

and '1"' ': ~ (1+(S)'l (i +Xe ):lir"\
C" "2

"Ras- --OO,
If 0'

when X::)(o and

and

( "R ) VJXf) -)i ïi't4(+õ)

2. ~ D+o-)ll/, "R o/~ - V~-i ~ _ -- IIlø rs 'l 4- t.(~
a. -- (ii :i7L \.V ~o 't(It-(j))'
to compare the magnitude of the critical Taylor

(4.1)

It is necessary

numbers ~ and ~ to determine whether overstability or steady con-

vection characterizes the onset of instability.

In the asymptotic limit

"Te.'J I (0-,")*/3 4 ,,,
-r o¡ :. pI) -l i + tr) 1($

~I iJ q-~1.4.3,

.Ed-
-- 00
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'2r¡rr~
Comparing the limits at small K) -t -: '" aI 'R = -LCí ·

'R

3(0 iJ'l
sma 11

---8 teady------------
convective
motions

overstable
mot ions

expected on
linear analysis

"R = i'ì íj¥ at eatU cr4es (

/.Jf3 2. (j

Fig. 2.

The (o-~) plane is divided as shown in Fig. 2.

V. Finite amplitude steady convection.

It is, however, well known that in the Bénard problem with rotation,

finite amplitude steady convective motion may dominate in part of the

region in which overstable motions are predicted (Veronis, 1966), and a

study of these effects has been made by extending the work of Veronis.

The analysis of infinitesimal amplitude disturbances is extended by in-
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eluding the first interactions which maJ¡ occur (in the terms 'J ('t f),
!

-¡(IV.i\¡) set I) by scaling so that V:=~ Ce=~ and by taking

4' :: A sV 'i)( s. iT 0( Z!

P
;. ß ~ íT)( ÔO íT Qt ~ .i C sin j. ií X (5)

Il :: D CI ï1t s. 'i ~ r¡ .i E sJ 21To( e.

We again assume b9undary conditions equivalent to free-free

boundaries in the B~na~d problem with rotation. On substitution of

equation (5) into set I, comparing coefficients, and elimination of

all constants except A , we find

A.. == (~..a-..(r': T;)- O(~-r~+ ~o-~:t l(o/'¿(T:: Tc'2) -o(~ 11:+ 'Rd-..)\8 t' ~ .
+ ~cr '"",' (T ~ Te' ieT.' 0('- EiJ 011'0('("''' i)' . (6)

This is exactly the equation found by Veronis with "R replacing T:l

and T" replacing "R , and with the reciprocal of the Prandtl number

replacing the Prandtl number. (It is not fully understood what is the

precise significance of this result. It probably follows directly from

the two sets of equations.) It is therefore possible to extend the

results of Veronis to this case, and to deduce that

T= f (~~ - ~?)(j+0(2ríII1)K+
"):l,y'2-,
fJ (7)

provided that

R/o-~ ~ ~y (1+Q(~iJ7íX~.. _~), (8)

and that the value of 01 at which T is a minimum, CXj- , is given by

0(1 = ( d-'J - /ü'1-3 r;-l )/3 (9)
so that for large d', C(j.'1.--k ' and the critical Taylor number lj is
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'/ V..
(-i'l_i,).i RlJ"" -¡ ii + -e.

(10)

(It may be observed that apparently Veronis has disregarded the condi-

tion corresponding to (8) in deducing (9). The conclusion (9) may, how-

ever, be shown to be valid over the whole of the region of the (R)cr)

plane in which the finite amplitude motion dominates overstable motions

at the onset of instability.)

Equation (10) is of some significance, since a comparison may

at once be made between 16 so found and the critical overs table Taylor

'R
number, 'i ' in the limit as ()-- 00 and - ~ 00. We see (from (4. l). 0-+ I
and (10)) that If ;; 1: in this limit if

( )Y'J "Ry:) 3\/ø.(I+d-)~3'RY3íí%
'-7 ill¡ + _ ) ,
I. d' 0- /. VJ t

and hence finite amplitude convection dominates the onset of instability

if
(I t (jr 1.,~ TjLl ) i ~) 1.Ita-

Having now established the critical Taylor number at which finite

amplitude steady convection may begin, it is necessary to compare it with

the values of -i and i: found before to see which is the smallest and

therefore which type of motion may be expected to be observed as the in-

stability occurs.

Figure 3 shows the (0- R) plane and the regions in which the various

types of motion may be expected. The limit 0-= -6oÌi the finite amplitude

motion is imposed by equation (9). We see that the area previously dominated

by overstable motion is now greatly reduced by the finite amplitude region.

It is, however, found that there is little difference between the values

of "4 and Tc. in most of the region and in practice either form of
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R

t. 113

A Il i.
R -t~ 'I cr CU ()~ 00

11/..10e

11~50 . .
B

T1 i¡ .3b

TIlt .it

,~~." " ~'l 7T"
".. __ __ (' "R-l "* ëf a-iT '" 00--

d-

Fig. 3
..

'R~2? l! Q. õ~ 00
/6 U?-

Tn Region A, overstable motions are expected, region B is the region of
finite amplitude steady convective motions, and region. C is the region of
infinitesimal steady disturbances. Boundary conditions are u. -: V:= ÔI/ :: ~=D

ô'f n'(
at walls,

instability might be observed. For Prandtl numbers of 2 and 100 the values

of T¡:, 1: and T., are sketched for different values of the Rayleigh number

in Figs, 4 and 5 respectively. A Prandtl number, cr , of 2 might be achieved

with water at about 600C, or õ -- LOO with brine.

The contours of the minimum :Taylor number for instability at various

(a-~T-) are sketched in Fig. 6. The relation indicated in the figures

represent variations as the asymptotic limits are approached. The corres-

ponding cell size changes are represented in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 5,

Sketch of the dependence of minimum Taylor number on R at a
Prandtl number of 100. (This might be achieved with brine.)
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Vi. n. not near.f:i.
We now relax the condition that)J ~ I imposed above to make the

analogy between the two cases. We shall assume however that the cylinders

rotate in the same senSe and that ILl is non-zero, so that the Taylor

number is well defined. Only the case in which the onset of instability

is characterized by steady motions will be considered. '¡he unreal

restriction on the boundary conditions will be relaxed and we shall aSsume

that there is no slip and that the walls are insulating.

The dimensional equations of motion become

( :3 9 1:3 1 ( cL:: _~"-2. nJ 1- (, -¡U) S) md. V = -la. f -+)) d S:: _m40¡ Lt

- 2 A W- ~ 4J = '¡ (4i:: _m::) V

¡3 dw i :: k C4g,. -YY~)t~
where tp J:: ~~ J lJ:. S'fuj , (\"- 'R1)li= 5 ~ .1". :'o/d; and it has been assumed that

motions are periodic in the z-direction so that V) f and 4J are propor-
i'.
i. ri :¡

tional to e times a function of r- , and real parts are taken. The

relation A+~ ..,Q,(I-Cl-¡t)(...-RJ)\ has been used. These equationsr ir~ 1.)
reduce to

(1):' m')'2i. + f/ :. (I + e.Š) 1/

(D~mii) V

(D"-yY'J)t

where j)~fr) Cl,;: -(I-)A) and'p is

V with;jll . T~- 'IAn, rlJJï.."'1 ' )I",

= _í~:iyi
R y; i=

(11)

(12)

(13)

Equations (11) and (12)

scaled with ~ ~ 41

_ ~,ß,J¥
and "R - y K

combine to give (D':mt.)('RI/'+ T0-'ltJ:: 0

~d.Jwith "" and
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'l A*:J rr r
and so R V' + T m f = e (14)

Now the boundary conditions are

u.=--trnl.-:o
w:: ll'=O

,
p = 0

V :: 0 oJ "S= 0,) ,.

These together with equation (12) imply that V11= 0 at 5 :: o¡ i .I tI '(
Differentiating (l4) and imposing p = V == 0 at .) = OJ 1 , we find that

+
A-::O, and so "Rv'+ Trrl~f:r O.

Eliminating f from (ll) we have the pair of equations

'1 ~ ( 'l) 'R H
(D - m'i) '-:: I +ol) V'¡ ¡'im ~ V ~

(1).. w¡l.) 1/ -: .. T l:yY ~ Ll ?

(l5)

(16)and

subj ect to the above boundary conditions.

Following Chandrasekhar (see p. 300) we assume a solut ion of the
co

form V:: ~ A p Wr P 5 which satisfies the boundary conditions at

J '; o¡ i if p is an integer multiple of 1l~

Substituting into (15), we may solve this for yJ and deduce a

secular equation by substitution into (l6). The details are tedious but

elementary. The secular equation is that the matrix
1-

4 y\ Q( l r ((\ + p) 11 J 2. m n p (i ~ r.
(~~'¡T1"')(l'¿-\m~) L(-I) -I - (Y1~ni:i)(Wr"f-:'m,l)CWY m m-~m)Ll\r

+ (1\+,o()0--i)¥ JT(~ m-m~Y.)((-I)ît~+~I)~+I(I\+~D- 'l~;.~~m Cwrrr

+MC-/j1+JR-JIPfll)F_ßJ + ~ J~~+ tXXt\f- ~:t:1r~f If ~ 0

" (i n='pÆnr-= 10 Yl~l'

II

whe re and
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t~;

o q ~ (l+Yl) 1. M.) l:j~)

-q ~ 1'=\')

'f~a (l~+-wi'- ¡Yi~.ll") *1r(Y1+p) ÎA odd,
'iR

1\ :: 1- ~. .
Tm'l

As a first approximation we equate the ~irst term,(f'/fl)::(íi)i)

and

to zero and find that

T~ ;2 (1 (m) + ~ - 2 0( R c. ?.m/'J l ..~ 17- ~ mt. 'ri.((I+m2t($lNl'¡l')-Ii.'f~t.m/JJ ( )

where 'jC) TIt. (l-tmJ.Y(s.£¡iJ YY-lm)m = VY~ c.(\-+m'.y'C~yYirm)-lbmc."rY/~J

If R:: 0) T2-= 2~0( J('n) , and this is the splution found in

Chandrasekhar.

For small R. the solution mayi be shown to yield a minimum Taylor

number

T~:: i~p (/71S'+'I03R-3.53.IO-~R+(t.u1~1r.)J. (18)

For R "/71 but eX R..C: 1

T 'l, _~.2. 3 ¡T"I (-:ií.Il)7:'r I +¡U ~ i
The following information is also given by examination of the

equation and comparison with the results of Chandrasekhar.

1) m "; '3. /2 ot '".O'Y
2) W' YY I" 'R y", M ~ -~ aa

These results suggest that ~ . increases as 'R increases. This

is confirmed by examination of Table VII, VIII in Chandrasekhar to which

the system corresponds.

3) Evaluation of the coefficient of ol 1! in (l7) and com-
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parison with the coefficient of R for WI shows that it is very small.

,(Equation (18) also confirms the observation.) A good approximation for
-iT is thus

T'i= ~ ('J(m) 
+ 

Rjvn:&).
(18)

A calculation confirming that (18) is indeed a good approximation

for T'i may be made along the lines of the argument presented in Chand-

rasekhar § 74, d. It is unnecessary here to give the details of the

(~" ~
calculation involved except to mention that the functions W'p'" 'o.X''l-m )9'(

and Bl (following the notation of Chandrasekhar) are again convenient

ones for use. The result that (when the boundary conditions are no-slip

(I)
and insulated walls) the first eigenvalue 'A :: 0 follows as before. eLf

other boundary conditions are taken the same result may be deduced if

the zero order eigenfunctions span the space (-~, +~). We conclude that

equation (l8) is indeed a good approximation for )J near unity.

VII Conclusions and comments.

The boundary conditions used above in the study of stratified Couette

flow, which derive from those studied in the rotating B~nard problem, are

not always realistic and could be improved by further examination. It is

known however that the characteristics of the solution of the Bénard problem

are not greatly affected by the actual boundary conditions taken, and

probably the general conclusion derived with these unrealistic boundary

conditions are valid.

The physics of the flow requires further analysis.

Some comments are appropriate about the results shown in Figs. 2

to 7. We see from Fig. 3 that overstable motion may most easily be pro-
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duced at aPrandtl number of about 2 (water at about600C has this

value), although a.t first sight (Figo 2) it appears that at large

Prandtlnumhers (for example, brine has e; - lOO) overstable motion

may easily (low 'R ) be obtained 0 It is remarkable that at large

Prandtl numbers (Figo 7) the vertical wavelength of disturbances for

'R .c .!11T~c:i. is hardly affected by stratification. (Taylor cells
liD

. may be seen at the onset of instability when a cylinder containing

water and aluminium powder in solid body rotation is suddenly stopped,

An experiment was made in which such a cylinder with axis vertical con-

taining a stratified brine solution rotating in apparent solid body

rotation was stopped. The cell height was measured from photographs and

compared with that found when the experiment was repeated with no strati-

fication. To our surprise at the time) a change of less than LO% in

the cell height was observed, the height being only very slightly less

when the fluid was stratified. The onset of instability was judged to

be about the same in both experiments. An estimate of the pseudo Ray-

leigh number '7? at the onset of instability based on a density gradient

of 1. iO-3 gm(cc) cm and a cell width of cL-2 M where t" is the time

before the onset of instability (about 4 seconds), is 'R = 2. S. iOS

which is much less than ~i jTl1 cr i. if () ': *'", 16, an approximate value

for brine. The experiment was performed in the steady finite amplitude

convection region, and from Fig. 7, the cell height should be almost

unchanged by strati-tication as was observed, To be more conclusive, the

experiment should be repeated with thermal stratification, making for a

smaller Prandtl number, and should then show a change in cell height.)
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The effect of stratification may be sufficient (if large density

gradients are used) to prevent the formation of Taylor vortices and to

allow another foTI. üf instability of a non-axisymetric nature to occur,

possibly one in which the effect of a large Reynolds number becomes im-

portant in establishing the nature of the instability.

The problems considered in parallel here are two of a general

class in which the effects of rotation and stratification interact in a

simple way 0 Some aspects of the Rayleigh-Taylor problem may be extended

to include the effects of rotation; these would fall into the general

class of problems,

Finally, it is noted that the effects of horizontal shear on the

onset of thermohaline instability may be studied in a model of this nature 0

A further study including the effects of viscosity and thermal and saline

diffusion has been started, but no results are as yet available.
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(a) We have

Appendix I
n-i 2-

t=f(i!- ?;):: f (i)

. .n '2 oa
where ~== ~- 2~' .n

say,

constant.
T

Then, in cylindrical coordinates,

d. d. ~ (, d!1):? (:a~)2)\Jf = ~ (\7:£Vl) + ~~\ (~r + n (19)
_ :;rt cI ,0 ( Sì i. ri¡) H- -- t"~ - i + 5 Ti~ ~

J. ,.and this cannot be zero unless +. == 0 (to make coefficient of r ':
nI ~ ..

vanish) and.: :0 . Hence .. F is constant, and the fluid is not strati-
d.ri

f ied as assumed.

(b) From equation (2) if !ì::n('t)J f :rf(e- tr..'rcJ.;r) = pC?) say.

Equation (l9) again f01.ows and so

II'i = 0 ~ S ~(i(Kr)+n~)" ~~ (i + 1l;:'"
This may only be satisfied if

-g (n."r) + st" 5C (lot n;'-)

where e is a constant, and this is impossible if SL(r)=-A+.. ,
r2.

Appendix II

potential-!nergy in a disturbed Stratified Flow

Suppose that initially lines of constant density are horizontal

with density ('0 f.:ra) at level 2'0 . In the disturbed state let density
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fo(rö)be found at a position ';o~'t(X)~-:t)and suppose motion is a

function of "¡ and ? only.

What is the change in potential energy of the system? The initial

potential energy per unit ~ direction of the fluid between Xl and 'l;J ,

and ë., and e:i , is '1,. (ï:i (1i.
Vo= r 1 ~fÐ (io):-kcLf::: ~("L2.-1-1ì) f'(=)d.~.. 'l1 . 2-1 2:,

The disturbance potential energy
)( ~ ~~

v. = J ( ~ ,o(~)(H7) d (lH't d.

= ~ (~~-~i)r;. (")d.HBJ.C".~) (~t' + d. (.~~

~ '1 + 9 n( ~-n: (Sfl7"f).i ~j m l' ~ .¿ + j;~. ¥. J. c) :L,
i i 2' 'ii r, !t¡

· v. - 9 r f f. y ~.tV" + 1. ~.. ¥i cl. 5 ,l)'

if '1:. () at? -= ë, and :,2 (the ce1. boundaries).

a rie. a:: ::e i: 1:::.:: 1:0::d ::::.:~, a::n:i:u::y r::::::t t::: 1~~O~::- 0 ,

(Standing 'Wave motions belong to the class.) In progressive wave motions

in non-diffusive fluids, the term will not be zero in general if uniform

upstream conditions are taken as the initial state, unless horizontal

secondary currents generated by the wave motion are not present,

We must no'W estimate ~ The density. at .i + ? is to -l f eval-

uated at 'ë + ~ ' where ~ is the initial density distribution, and

this must be equal to ß (~) by definition of ~ Hence

fo La) :: ~ C i! + ~) .¡ f C ë- t ? ')
1

No'W if ß (=i) = ß (I - IS e) and ¡O -=ß € ~Ti~ ~ ct.. where 6 .c~ 1 ,

as is appropirate in the stratified Couette problem (cf. Chandrasekhar

p .l08 (l98) 'We have
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~ ~ ~ ~ ii)( S- a. (~T~)

~ = ß ~ iT t s. ~=a + Ctu'J~ q. tY 6 ~) ~ e c= c. 1 ,

=L +0 (f?.)~¡( .
Hence the change in the potential energy of the system is

and so

and the

~~ ~. ~~
"í -v. = d r r t t. f'~"+ S 'tt ii~J~, tQ secQud Qrder,)'1 __I . ei
first integral on the right-hand side is

.J' (-t2.f'e~¡o2. d. ..': _ ß ("X;l (S" ~
:. ~ ri fo f; Ž ~ ~ ~ l l, f ci:i.

Appendix III

From (4) we see that at marginal overstability in the rotating

Benard problem

~ = l f.i 2:'Ti~ (i+cr)" "-~:; ~ 1

whilst in the stratified Couette problem

-r" _1 (~, -~ (I + TP) + J. RLl # 7' L c: ii TP'" :2111- J

where a- is the Prandtl number in the Bénard problem, TP the Prandtl

number in the Couette problem, and ~£' -r~ are used to denote the Ray-

leigh and Taylor numbers respectively in the Bénard problem.

If we look for a transformation in which the results on the

marginal instability found in the Bénard problem may be applied to the

ii
Couette it is found that, if for T in the Couette problem we use

1(0. C i + cr J ';

i(i+ ~d--lS"") ..
for R in the Couette problem we take

:a

7P. . (0-+1), for. in the Couette problem we take :2cr~' - I , and
10

Ta. and identify lengths exactly

in the problem, we may transpose some of the results found in the Benard

problem into the Couette problem, (It must be remembered that free-free
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boundaries in the Benard problem correspond to u. : V~WJ Y'~ fy=O at the

walls in the Couette problem.) Table XI, p.l20 (columns for T, a.e and It" )

and the curves of Fig. 29, p.12l (if the convection curve is removed) in

Chandrasekbar may easily be interpreted to apply to the Couette problem

with stratification by means of these substitutions.

The Flow Induced by a Disk Oscillating in its Own plane

Dudley H. Towne

l. Introduction

Let the region J.: 0 be filled with a viscous incompressible

fluid. The boundary at ~ = 0 consists of an infinite disk executing

rotational oscillations about the z-axis, of angular frequency 0-

The related problem in which the plane executes rectilinear sinusoidal

oscillations was first solved by Stokes and is treated in Lamb ( § 345).

For this case exact solutions can be obtained to the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions, as the non-linear terms make no contribution. Significant fluid

motion is confined to a narrow layer (the Stokes layer) of characteristic

thickness J iJ/er i ,where V is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.

We can anticipate that: such a layer will be set up in the case of the

rotationally oscillating disk, and that fluid out to a distance the order

of r V /r: \ will participate, to a progressively lesser extent as j in-

creases, in the motion of the disk. But the fluid particles travelling on

circular arcs will be subject to a centrifugal force which will tend to

set up a non-reversing outward radial flow. The latter must be compensated
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for by an inward axial flow which does not vanish at Jl:: 00

feature has been refe~red to as the centrifugal fan effect.

This

At first glance it would seem that significant radial flow will

occur only within the Stokes layer, since the tangential velocity, and

hence the centrifugal forc\2, are small outside this region. However,
i

viscous forces tend to bring adjacent portions of the fluid to a

common velocit:y, This tendency for vorticity to diffuse upward through-

out the fluid is compensated for by the motion of fluid toward the disk

as specified by the downward axial flow. Some notion of the thickness

of the boundary layer within which radial flow is important can be

obtained from the solution to the problem of a steadily rotating disk

(van Ká'rmán (l92l),. Cochran (1934), Fettis (l955), Howard (l96l), Benton

(1966)) . In that case the only length scale is r V /We.' , whère Wo is

the constant angular velocity of the disk, The radial flow takes place

within a layer having a thickness of this order. For the oscillating

disk we might guess that ()o is to be replaced by the maximum angular

velocity of the disk, () (B , where (8 is the angular amplitude of

oscillation. This suggests that the second boundary layer has a thick-

ness which depends inversely on cB to some power. . (The implication

that this should be f( is not to be taken seriously, as it is not clear

how to make the connection between the two problems,) In any event, when

~ is small (the major concern of this investigation), it is expected

that the length scales for the two boundary layers will be widely disparate.

(See Fig. l),
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t£. ~ piane~:c:ti:"rotationa-i oscilationsStokes layer, thickness nicr'
tangential velocity and centrifugal force appreciable

layer of thickness J -i' (! -?
tangential velocity insignificant; radial velocity appreciablp

Figure l. Anticipated character of flow.

20 Transformation of the basic equations

In cylindrical coordinates /1) e it with respective velocity cOm-

ponents u" Vi uf assuming 2lhe = 0 , the Navier-Stokes equations for an

incompressible fluid are

ou. + i. âu. + (J lY/. _ v'2=.
crt 'O.n Ô ~ 17
'0 ir .¡ u. O'\ + () ôìT + u. ir %
Ô t'òJ1 'ò ~ J1
'dW' 'Our W" õu.
ôt -+ u. 'an. + ô~
au. + u- + 'Our
ân. n, £71-

_i-~(~ u.\
¡a ali +v 'Vu.- 1L'2)

y(vv-~)
J ôb -::: - ~ + y\J ur
t ò~

:. 0

(l)

Under the change of variables

u. = .I ¡¡ (fL¡ 'j" J t)

ir :: n V (fL, l.J t )
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these become

di) ",:i '" ()û. 'au. _4. I J- íaa :; (ju. diXJ
at"" LJ + JL"- oIL + LV 'd¡ -v = -I'" oJt + Y r,,: .. 11 0)1""+ 'i;'
'" 1r + 'LV-Hi. D: i3 ír + i; d ¡; + ¡¡ V ==y r ã ""fr +-2. d V .¡ ¡; iïJ
ëì t 'al' () ~ L em."" It õ It ~ ,.'"
'Our + n. r: .. d i; -+ ur Bur :: _-l ~ + y \j?-t)t ô~ à~ ~ ~? u.
:2íZ +11 ô u. + 'â u.(1A ~ = o.

(2)

(3)

(4 )

(S)

If the angular velocity of the disk is given by

W .. cr (5 c. a-t l
the boundary condition on V. is :¡(It,Ojt)::crt8~ crt This s~ggests

,.
that tr may be independent of ~ throughout the fluid (each lamina

between ~ and.~ + cL~ characterized by a. single angular velocity depen-

dent on J ). Upon examining the equations we see that all terms

depending on Jt drop out if we fur.ther assume-ì (ri) ~ f) = o.

We thus seek a similarity solution complying with these conditions.

Theil Eq. (4) (with \J~ ~t) serves merely to determine f l'j-J t) once

the remainder of the problem has been solved.

We will satisfy the equation of continuity and also introduce

non-dimensional variables by the following assignments:

t = l/a-; J =1 V-~ ; V ~ CJ2,8 ~ L~)ï:)

IA= -hw' ~~ f (~;r); ¡¡ = % QJ~ ~ , )
(6)

where 0( is an exponent which remains to be assigned.

Equations (2) and (3) then become~ . ~
lrr" ;~, -1M: -Ø'-f+ ~~La~-lf~""J

1f" ~-2'à= :H'~C\l ~-; ~J ·

(2' )

(3' )
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The boundary conditions are

~ (0.. 1: ) ~ :J~r
~(OO/r ) = 0 (no tangential velocity atj=-CO)

f (0 J T)
-- D (from l. = 0 at J:: 0 )li

(OJ 1:) = () (from u.=O at ~ =0 )
'è -tli

(00 ) í) = 0 (fromlJ=O at J:: 00 )õ1

In the introduction it was noted that we cannot demand that f

(i.i=. the axial velocity) vanish at 8 ::
00

The boundary conditions show that the tangential velocity is of

order ~ and hence ~ ~ 1. No such clue is afforded by the boundary

conditions on the radial and axial velocities, hence it is not clear how

to choose 0( so that, for convenience, :9--1 In a sense it is one

of the basic goals of this inve s t iga t ion to find this appropriate value

of 0( ; that is, we wish to know at what order in e the effects of non-

linearity appear. Since there must be no fluid motion if Gì :. 0 we see

that 0( "; 0 ; inspection of the equations shows that u. cannot be of

2smaller order than CB , hence Oi ~.~ .

Regardless of the choice of 0( we obtain the zero-order approxima-

tion for 3 by solving i ~(o):. 0, The appropriate solution satisfying the

boundary conditions is

(0) ( ¿i- -(I~¿)? i~ =1fuLe e J (7)

This is the well-known Stokes layer solution obtainable by ignoring all

non-linear effects.
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3. Obstacles to straightforward iteration

To illustrate the difficulties encountered in attempting to

determine :: and ~ by standard iteration procedures, consider 0( = '2.
(0) '; (I)Then with r = f :+ (E.. f +.. .we have

m (q) (ø)~ _':11 '0_ r ~~'t -2(1+¿)? '\r :: - 5 = -;l e I_:l r\& iee J
The general solution associated with the driving term of zero frequency

is £(0) ::

o

-'J7

~ +A+K1+L't-'.

r (0) ~ø)1allows the boundary conditionSj(O)::O=r CO)

reo)' . \ . 'we cannot have j (('i ~ O. Now, in

(8)

The choice A:. _.1" ~ -: LIf 2-
to be met but then, since k t 0

fact, it is too strong a condition to expect that each coefficient of

Ií '2'(~ must meet this boundary condition at infinity.
-~?

For example, e

vanishes at infinity, but the individual terms in its power series ex-

pansion do not. It is entirely possible that Eq.(8) is the leading

f'Ø)term in a power series expansion for a function which, considered

to all orders in (8 , would behave properly at infinity. However, the

value of L remains undetermined and we cannot be sure how to make the

correct choice to satisfy the boundary condition at infinity. A similar

undetermined constant would appear in each successive stage of the

iteration.

It is of no help to try for a series expansion in powers of C9"r" '0) reo) ~With 0( -: I we have r r if :: 0; j :: A + k -r .. L. -t ·

Strict application of the boundary conditions would yield A = 0 ~ k:: L.

(i) "-read Y'f .; -~ò and the previous diffi-

:irathe r than S

r (I)j wouldThen the equation for

cultiesare again encountered.
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There is another troublesome feature which will result from the

use of Eq. (8) in later steps of the iteration. The fact that A F C; implies

that a "resonantH driving term will appear in the equation for ß (i) .

rCo) d (0) Li i. t' -(li'¿)?That is to say, j ô~ introduces a term lie e which isa solution
to 1~:: O. The particular solution introduces a tenn of the form 1

times this function, and the powers increasewith each iteration. The

factor of e -7 causes eacp. such term to approach zero as r¡ -+ 00 y but

it is not certain that thi= infinite series will maintain this property.

4. Alteration of the problem to permit integration at each step of the

iteration

The steady-state motion of the fluid consists of a time-independent

mean flow plus a part which is periodic with period :2 iT /0" Inspection of

the equations shows that the tangential velocity will contain only odd

harmonics, and the radial and tangential velocities will contain only the

even harmonics, (It would be a violation of symetry, for example, if there

were a steady component contributing to the tangential velocity.) It is

therefore convenient to use a Fourier series representation of J and ~

L (,,;r) = fo ('t) \~,.a,.:. ~ (~) e ,H-
g ("l)t) :: ¡. G., (~ ) e i'r 1:

where 5a t~): ~*(~) ~ ~-'f(?):: G: (1).

(9)

As the resonances, and other integration difficulties, seem to be asso-

ciated with the constant terms in ta (,) let us isolate the asymptotic value

of fo and write CI

:fo (~ ì ~ ~ + F: (~) ; F; (GO) = O. (10)
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The quantity £)00 is of course a function of the amplitude of oscilla-

tion 0 , and as such should be represented by a series expansion for

foOc
the iteration process 0 Nevertheless, it is fruitful to consider

as an independent quantity which does not have to be broken down into

separate terms contributing to each stage of the iteration hierarchy.

To do so we make use of a concept applied by Howard to the problem of

the steadily rotating disk. Let us consider a modified boundary value

problem in which the mean flow at infinity is specified, and the require-

ment that £(0) = 0 is dropped. (We will find that it is possible to

satisfy f-~ (0) 1I 0 for -k:f 0.) Physically this implies a normal com-

ponent of flow at the surface of the disk, and we must imagine that

the disk can suck this fluid off at the required rate, If we are suc-
ø

cessful in finding the flow induced by an arbitrary value of £ we
OC

can then ask whether there is any value of t which happens to yield

zero flow at the surface of the disk, If so, the corresponding flow

satisfies all of the conditions of the originaL. problem,

Letting (: = ;2 f3i. foOO and. 0( ::.2 , the result of substituting (9)

and (10) in (2') and (3') is

tGm= G~+ß G~-:i~rnG~=1(r:~f~'G~_k-~ G:.hJiii II i C' I ~ :l i D i I /1 J
Q F.:: r +;3 F: ;':;t.tít:: -L.. G G + (E Z F: F -2FF.ir f: í r if ~ ,. p-i. ~ov 1' t'-lt 11 p-~

(11)

(12)

The boundary conditions are

ex ,(0) = G.1 (0) -= 1 ; G'r (0) :: 0 ? "n * 1 ~ G"l (00 ) = 0I _
F; (0) = 0 ; F() (QO) = 0

~ (0) = 0 ~ ~/(O) :: f~/ (00)) 1t:f O.
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Letting
~ 2m G ('r)G. :;c: (E ·'I 'Ma.O . "" ~

-e Gec) -: O-m 'f

- ~. ~M ~(~)F. :: t. S ,.'P l':o r

we have

If ¥"f is the root paving negative real part of the quadratic

P('f'r)= '(~ +(J ~-2.i.'rt = 0 (i,e. ìírr:r-clh+Jf(i.¡¿Bfr smJ)(3J"'~O)

Then I: ¡= (0)_

~k ~ -

the solution is) )
c¡ (0 -= e -t ~ . G (I) = 0 I l' I :/ 1 ·l ;: ".

_ r. ~ co) (X (0) + G to) G (0) J .
L' ;i..j ..t ~+l

tLQ): A F (0)'\ = -2.1 G (0) I: -:i e CY, l- -l)7o twO 0 1

(13)

In particular

and the solution is

r(~_ ~ r e (Y, + Y,.:1 .. e -i~ ì .i I'll L l'+""1 ~ J
This satisfies ~(O)(o) = 0 and ~(P)C.o) :: 0 as required.

(14)

reo)The previous difficulties in integrating the equations for ,-

have been bypassed in two ways: the homogeneous solutions are now I) 7

and e,8, instead of I)' ¡ ,?'J we no longer require the function to

vanish at ,= 0 It can be fores~en that the only terms which will

appear on the right.-hand side in successive iterations are exponentials;

that any exponential which does satisfy q f :: o will be multiplied by another

exponential factor hence no resonances occur, and the integration will

always proceed as above.

If we desire to revert to the original problem at this stage, the

procedure is as follows:

. (0) I
From (14): ~ (0) :: - I 1.12.

'*

.l +1, .¡ y,

¡. (y, + Y¡.i)

but, for small j3
..iI. 1'2

y, + 0 i = - 2. -,ß wr I¥¡:::i",
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Thus
¡- Co) )
-0 (0 ':

I

¡3,('2+13)

:: - I-"'
:l¡.

With J-~ = :.~ll , from Eq 0 (10) the flow at the disk for arbit:rarily

prescribed lJ is

rS _(0) l-r (0):: - + rofOI .: -70 2rÐ~ \: I :i (E ~ I--
'-lJ

(l5)

This can be made to vanish by assigning ß :: (8 0 The results of a

second iteration (for the case ¡S oe~ I ) are partia11y indicated below

and yield the value ß =- l. 05 G) + 0 (C8a.). Translating this back into

physical terms by Eq 0 (6)

~QO': _1'-Y(jI(8'2£at= -J2.v(jI(4)= -.5'2.S'J2Va-\e . (l6)

This compares favorably with the result obtained by Benney (1964) after

numerical integration of his Eq. (3 .35):
ù.~- _.530!:ivC1 (B.el -

The assertion was made earlier that no difficulty is encountered

in attempting to match all of the bound¡lrY conditions on ~
~

for 1t I: o.

To illustrate this, from Eq 0 (13)

Q F co) _ _ GCo)a._ _ e~.:-t ?2."- 1-
and the solution is

F Co~ ire "- ?' ry e '(0;1 (J.?. - -:i 'I ~ L 2. 'l y~ i- 'I",
,.(0) _, l' (0)'This satisfies i-." (0) :: F:¿ 0 (0) :: Fi. (00) = 0 .

-~ jJ ·

It has been necessary to

make use of the constant: part of the complementary function, which raises

the worry that this will lead to resonances in later iterations. Clearly

F' F"this cannot occur in the contributions from or in Eqs. (11) or (12).
1

In the term F. Gm -': in the equation for Gft the exponential terms in

G~_'4 are not solutions of ~ G :: 0 0 The same consideration applies

C' 11
to the terms '~.h ,and the worries are allayed.
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A preliminary calculation has been carried out to trace the progeny

r: ( 0) e. -.4 ?ThenF_ "- --o ~,Aof the terms which become dominantly large as ¡. ~ a .

lîio) F: (0) c' '\d J /c: ,¡- ~ .. 1 Gan 2. ."" -- o. Dropping i:a ,it is on y , which is excited

in the next iteration:
"' r (1) == ~ r F: l-o)'G (~ FtP)G Co)/ J "- -2 F: (Q)C (0)'r,I3, Lo i D' 0 i

i. (Y, -,.) 11=;e f.
(I) oj )The solution satisfying G¡ (0) = 0 II G/ (ec. is

r(l)_ I r(tj,e)~ ~hJ(,1 - - '-,ß.. e - e i
Then r\ F(I~ _i(G,o)GN* r(01'rCl))_2FîCQJF:co)'~ rp.'IJ)J'. :i

Uf 0 0 \.(" + (., l., ø 0, T L Cl. .

Since the last two terms involve e-~~~

(ll)

they are close to resonance,

and, as a more detailed calculation shows, yield a response which

dominates that of the first two terms.

C(t)
Thus Qo l- =

e -~,d

- -a
pCi)= -L (-e-;il)_ e-Ø)
() g,e'2 213 IJ

we obtain in place of Eq 0 (lS):A 8'"C(o)_~_1 __..To - .2 (Õ~ 2l! I tø,6 ~ (18)

and the solution is

(i) ..
From ~ (0) ': - Nø¡J3

Setting this equal to zero yields the value ¡3 = LOS (8 quoted earlier.

S. Comments on the disc-suction method

In Coulomb i s method of determining viscosity, the torsional oscilla-

t ions of a. disk of finite radius are observed. The period and logarithmic

decrement when the disk is immersed in a fluid are compared with the corres-

ponding vacuum values. Since the fluid motion is con~ined to boundary
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layers, the medium is of "infinite" extent if the walls of the container

are many boundary layer thicknesses aw.ay from the disk 0 The infinite

disk solution should describe the flow near the center of the disk if

the radius of the disk is sufficiently large. The viscous torque cal-

culated from the fluid motion induced by an infinite disk is therefore

a quantity of interest, since corrections can be applied to approximate

edge effects 0 The tangential stress is proportional to (êrv'lò~) ~.: 0

and hence to ~' (O~ 1:). Considering only the contribution from the

terms having the fundamental frequency, the linearized calculation

yields Gi' (0):" -O.¡L) , The disk-suction method for ß ltcllyields

i Coì' "- (I)'
G, (0) :. G, Co ì t- (8 G, (0)

"-

'= 'l + ~:: ..r¡+~+.&J+ CE':i ~~ l 1 ~~
A '. (8'+ (8

But from Eq. (18), - -ï + 5 - - ir':: - ir'

On the basis of the zeroth order iteration in (8 we would have

obtained Gí 1(0) =.. D + l. + ~ J but, when the contribution from the

next iteration is included we obtain G, (0) = -U+ i.,. * J + O( (f2.) .

When)9 is considered as an independent parameter the mth iteration

yields terms out to 0 (~~~WhiCh will not be altered by the next itera-

tion. But 'when ¡: is assigned as that function of (i required to

eliminate the necessity of disk-suction, every order of the iteration

makes a contribution to each order in r&.

The method is not suited to decide what is the lowest order in

cE at which non-linear effects appear, After any number of iterations

there will still be a term "of order (f ", although the numerical
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"2
coefficient may be smaLl, and it may be dominated by terms "of order (B It

except when e is inconscionably small. It does seem, however, that the

method may he practical for moderate values of Gl Instead of seeking

t,oexpress f3 as a power series in 0), which is a difficult task any-

w.ay, given the form of Eq. (l8), it would be better to work numerically

with selected values of § . With luck, values wil~ be seen to level

off as successive iterations are performed, which would lead one to suppose

that a solution to the problem had been obtained.

6. Conuents on Benne.y' s method

The identical problem discussed above is treated by Benney (1964)

by a procedure involving two length scales . A. discourse on. the method will

not be given here. Tpe following observations presume a familiarity with

Benney's paper.

(a) Translation of symbols

Benney w .. E.

~V.2

F

f (50(-\ ~

c:

this paper r: (j 8
2.

(b)

l-
Since the introduction of this paper gives some suggestion that

may appear as a parameter, it inight be supposed that expansions

be tried in integral powers of À = ff. If the odd powers are notshould

needed, the ptocedure should lead to the conclusion that the corresponding

coefficients are necessarily zero. To test this, Eqs. (2') and (3') were

considered with 0(: i. Then writing f(?Jt):: F(~J 'L't)~ ~(~)r) =

= G Cry) r ) 1:) where.í:: E,1 :. À, the equations become
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1 (âF dGr) ,\'a a'2c; 'r. òF ~GJ (i+ ) i6iGr :¡ 2. À\. GO? -F õ1 -/I ò~ãr -r .lA LG it-f -r - ~~ aT~

m F = À L( ~ ~t2f ;~~J +À' G ; .~:~l + ttiJ + J fi;'u (~p(ln -

a20p .1 '1) elF 'rLò F).i -a"aF J (ir iL
- yf á ~~ fJ -(:3Ì1h. Õ?ô r': + Ìi L\-a -iff.i - All.) ã f?

')

h 1= i Ò Ôi. M_ 1 dw. ere - ¡- a 7 "J - crr ~ i I I = c3~ .

i (0) reo) 'D.fBCo)(l!)",) th _ t"nl -fñ(It-L)1G =0 implies.1J ': .L iu t .. where't, - e e .i I'
mf(~o implies f(~ A COJa) + K O)~ + L CO ry~ .

(19)

(20)

tv r (OJ ô F(Ø) lo) ~~ (Q)J
Then 1 ~ :: 2. L G ~ - F ô~ shows immediately that if

. A~) \secular resonances are to be avoided we must have == 0:: K= i- ·

Proceeding further one finds Gei): 1. rù ~ B(')cP1 1, ¡:(I= A "i)~

,. (~_) 'i '0. r."O (.2.) A\..ì "F (:i)= AC~).
Ui ¿. I'i l.. 't, J , Avoiding secular resonance in the

(J)
equation .for 4 requires only that

B (I) + 2 LA £ 2.) B (0)+ A (I) 13 (¡ J = 0 (21)

(i) C:i)which is consistent with B == 0 := A , but does not give this as the

only solution. (The dot refers to 1 derivatives.)

(8)It is only upon reaching the equation for F that the foUowing

condition is imposed:

Ä'(~+ 4 0")A(2.)+ A("')Ä(I)J- ¥Å(l)Å(~= 0

The boundary conditions on A'2.) must then be examined. These turD out

to be (~) . (2) · (?)
A (0):: 0 = A (0):: A (00).
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('l)
The solution is therefo~e A == O. Then Eq. (21) with the boundary· (1) . (i)
condition B (o);a 0 implies B (0) =0.

The method thus survives the first test"

(c) As a second test an expansion was 
carried out in powers of

À ;: .IE and the choice of T was taken to be i = À ~. This
format does not contain Benney's result as a special case. It was

therefore of interest to see how the attempted expansion would work.

(Since the rejection of secular resonance terms is somewhat ad hoc, it

might happen that this introduces a degree of freedom by means of which

a fit could be forced, the erroneous character of which would only be

manifested through a lack of convergence of the resulting infinite series.)

The equations are

1 G = 1 Ã(G g~ -F ~;)-Ã :;~r + 'l;.lC; ~r -F If)-(À/i)

r(~F):i õ"'F '3 ê/'F ò'l"F Jmf:. ÀL ~ - 2F ôf" - 2 âf'ê)¡ + ôlnt' +

~ r. (òF)("òF) c/F ,3 8'1= J
+ Ì\ L:2\ô? aT-/.F ô7õf - r ò?ã(2' +

.3 r 'J (() F)2. - ô2.F i õ'p J4- X r q +\aT ,. 2 F ø r~ -2 ~ r~ ·

(0) (0) At e) L '2 (I)
m f =0 implies F:. + K¡ + 1- Then the equation for Ci requiresA~ ~ w
K = 0 :: L , but not :: O. It can then be seen that" iF -= 0 and

1= C'-) __ AC.'i). F (i.) AO (0)'" A(iVA"(o) i A"Co)In the equation for theterm - 2 -~" ~

(lG:
ô t

(22)

(23)

which is a constant with respect to ? and T , appears on the right-

hand side. It can be checked that this is the only such constant term,

and it must therefore vanish to avoid a secular resonance. But the boundary
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co) · C&). co; Acoìconditions require A (0):: A (0):: A (i:):: 0 and hence (0):: 0

A(,)is the onlysolutiono In like manner it turns out that == O.

of the equa. ti'on for F~)The constant term on the right-hand side
.. o(?)

can then be seen to be -1 A ' A complete knm'1ledge of the par-
.=

ticular solution for F ('3) is required to find the boundary condi-

(i.) (.l) A(~' (a)tions on A 0 These turn. out to be A (0) = 0= (ic) ~ A (0) s 1,
'''(~

and are incompatible with the equation A :: 0 0 In this way the

method rejects the attempted expansion,

(d) The previous example shows that Benney's choice I :: E lwas

a critical one, The reason this works is presumably that, to first

order in (E , at least, the ratio of the two operative length scales

in the physical situation is proportional to (t But will this same

choice be adequate if the uniform expansion is to be carried out correct

to second order? The results of Section 3 suggest that the proper scale

ratio is /3 There is some likelihood then that an attempt to work

out the second order expansion will result in an incompatible set of

conditions to be satisfied by the functions of ¡

(e) Benney's Eq. (3.35) can be solved somewhat more simply by the

method of Benton (l966) :
iii II I 1-

Cons ide r f + Lf 5f - ~ (~ ) :: 0

¡ Co):: 0 ~ r- (00) ) ;'(0):: i .

Suppose '?~ fL"') =..QG' The equation shows that;.. e-4too~ for

large ~ 0 Let À : ë~~cø-r and ~:: 1- (-f;§co ) =- ~ (Ìi) 0
,J ill ,. .I ii :i 'II (')/)( ')~ ¡

The n Ìì ~ t-:4 ~ n + Ìi fi l- - "ffI ~ .. À ~ 1, = 0

fi cc '):. O.l ~ (1) :: I ~ ~'( I) : Y4 f 2. .co
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QI "n
Substitution of the power series ~(ÎI)=~ Ct,,): leads to the sequence

Then l(i) - I = 0., + Q.;/8 + a,');, gives

I a."
= -h (I) = Q., + T +

a.~:: ~(8, a.3 : a.lï4~ , . . .

a., = 1./3 . F ina1.y i-
/. ¡~

a.l
i b leads to f :: ,j-,- r:'p .

compared with Benney's machine result of .5'30.
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Post-Newtonian Stellar Wind Theory

Lorraine S. Whitman

I. Introduction

Up to the present time the spectra of more than 40 quasars have

been observed. With few exceptions the features identified are emission

lines, mostly broad and diffuse. However, in April of this year Burbidge,

Lynd and Burbidge published an analysis of the recognizable absorption lines

of quasar 3Cl9l. They concluded that the absorbing material was part of

the quasar, perhaps a shell about it, and that it was moving with a velocity

of about 600 kmlsec relative to the center of mass.
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Two questions come to mind on reading this analysis. Is the

existe.nce of an absorption feature common in quasars? Further, is

the absorbing material ejected by the quasar in a manner similar to

stellar wind ejection?

The Burbidges and Lynd have promised a comprehensive survey of

quasar spectra to answer the first question. In attempting to answer

the second, we shall in t.his paper generalize some of Parker's stellar

wind theory, as it may apply to quasars, within the framework of post-

Newtonian relativityo Whereas our model is for steady, not intermittent,

expansion and hence does not yield shells, it is yet a first step.

II. ~st-Newtonian Hydrodynamic Equations a£Elied to a Stellar Corona

A. Bas ic Equat ions

Last year Dr; Chandrasekhar published his post-Newtonian rela-

tivistic generalization of the standard Eulerian equations of hydro-

dynamics for a perfect fluid. The results, which allow for all effects

of O'.rder I/C~ ., , . h f' ld ./C or:iginating Ln t e exact ie equations, are

dCJ Ò ( ) I ( Ò V d'P )
ôt + aX' o-Vl +- C2. .l dt - òt = 0

(

(1)

~ (CJVZ)+ J~j (d-lJVj)+ d:¿ ((1+ ~c~)p J~i U
-.P d U +,! J d. (--i' U - V £ ) + 4.P v: ~ +. ò)C' c2. a: ~ ell.. at'L ' L
+ P d (U' \)" . ,) ;.1' (A- -au d'¡)

2.c'a õt t. - J ~ '-~ - cl. .. òx.¿ + ô)li. "t = 0

( i- d 1: I J:; 3)

where U) U( ) P are potentials defined by the equations
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v~u:: -i.rrG~

\7 'lUl:: - /. rr GV7

n:2 P .: _ It iTG~~

and E , the energy-density, is assumed to be of the form:

6 ",,) c'J +.Jif (3)
J' = matter density

"' = internal energy/gm

I P
(1-1 7i (4)

whe re ~'-P::1j+-P~= (3) (S)

ß assumed to be constant

and r=i+ ¥~-I
. pi+3 (t~ -1)(1-,8)

(6)

and where

cr:=J'Li+ ~~(v~iU-Tif+;)J='p(i+ ~:2(V'+2U+ l-i ;)J

cp 5v~U+~1T-+t % 
= i.'4+U+ &~ (7)

B~.J ~r-.2~ r-i
(Al 1 unde fined symbols have the ir usua L meaning.)

Manipulating equation (1) within the post-Newtonian approximation

Chandrasekhar derives a more convenient mass-conservation equation:

a ~ d ('* )
:at J + 'òi, ; Vi: =" 0 (8)

*"
where the new density function, ~ , is defined

p~ = ¡i (i + -b ( 'I ?o+ 3 U) J (9)
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B. Application

For the case pi steady, spherically symetric coronal expansion:

d
'at'

Ô
3x.¿

---0
~ cL--

"Pj

~
U

'Vt. ~ v; == 'I
:t~T ì

!¥.3 j

GM*
y-

=.

=

for ionlzed qydrogen,

M = mass of a proton

=

equations (2) and (8) simplify to

where

J'v (i + ~i (V+:3 U)J r:4= ci.

~1f Q +~~6r~+bU+ ;-1 ~)J ~ + (1+ ~~J ~~

-;(1- ~?(v~ u- (8-1),%)3 ~- ~ ~~ = 0

!f ~ G J-" (r') (V~~.. :,f) d rl
V

c. Non-dimens ional izat ion

Going now from mass to number density,

MN(r) =.?(r) ,

non-dimensionalizing variables,

$= ~

Y1 (~)-

and qe fining

f!
Na,

_ I Mv'2
I. =;a 10( T (Ñ

the constants

)
)(lO)a

the subscript "a" indicates that
a quantity has been evaluated at
r;. a.

) 0.: distance to base of corona
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w2. :: G- M*0.
( lO)b-. :: G MlI Mf\ Q. k TQ.

the previous equations become

Yi ljY:i ~ l. Ci + (~( ( ~ + ~ )J: et. (11)

and
(1+ ~cU;~( ~ -r J + ßl(r-i) T+~)J 1~ + til+ ~~~J ~ irh ~~)+

+ (1- 2.w..(~_ -l_~(B-¡) J.)J ~ _ .l -f;i':: 0 (l2)ci. r. '3 ß ~ T~ ? :i C. d.~ 't

w he re

( ')(::ip I .2 B "T) ..,;¡I_ 2GM"¡ a.:i( Yi\~ ):+ ~+-- ~ d. ~'; - (va.)" ) r - 'f i (13)

D. Equation of State and boundary conditions

To complete this system of equations we must still specify an

equation of state (for T) and boundary conditions 0

The simplest physically-acceptable coronal model is a two-region -

isothennal~ adiabatic one. That is, we shall consider coronal

heating to maintain a uniform temperature from f:: , ~ g ': m :: ~

at which point all heating ceases and T(S) varies adiabatically. Then

T(3) 
= To. i~t~m

T(3) ~ To L N~:)r E ~ Yr

(l4)

(l5)

where the subscript "b" indicates that a function has been evaluated at

% ': mer :: b) and where the adiabatic temperature variation has been

derived from the relativistic first law of thermodynamics for an adiabatic

process:
dE: - (p+6) ~ =- 0
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for the energy density assumed in equation (3) .

As required by observation, Dr. Parker asks that the initial

expansion velocity of the solar corona be subsonic. We shall adopt this

as our first boundary condition and see if it leads to a logical, self-

consistent theory in our möre general case.

Finally, since the hydrodynamic pressure of normal interstellar

space is effectively zero, whereas its temperature is not,

-p C3 ) -- 'f (3 ) T(~) ) 0~4CQ

leads to a second boundary condition

'n (~)-- 0
~ -, or

(16)

We shall see that this requirement implies a single physically-acceptable

solution the so-called critical aolution and hence determines the

initial velocity.

At this point, rather than attempt to integrate equation (12)
i

directly, we shall calculate the order ofmagnitude of p and find that

it is negligible for a quasar in comparison with other 2nd-order terms.

Integration of equation (l2) in the isothermal region then becomes rel-

atively simple.

III. Magnitude of ~I for a "typical" quasar

Le t us take
1. I

M* ~ lo8Mø=:i.l 10 3Wl

i li 5- .-01,1-0-~2...~.='T' Xl em

tp be the orders of magnitude of a quasar mass and radius .
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A. Temperature Estimate

In estimating a quasar coronal temperature there are no particular

observations to guide us; in fact. of course there is nothing. as yet to

manifest the corona itself. If however we assume that a quasar corona does

exist, and furthermore that it.s "wind" velocity is of the same order of mag-

nitude as the velocity of escape from its surface, then we can calculate

a temperature consistent with these assumptions.

Since this is to be an order of magnitude estimate we look at equa-
~

tions (11) and (12) in the non-relativistic limit, ~"J ~ 0 , where Y is

some characteristic velocity of our system, i.e.,

V-i

'( = 4'0.
~ .i1j '12-

I -r Yi T(g) + in d.~ To. ri

(17)

elL¡ + 2.
(I T

= 0 ( 18)

In the isothermal region these equations combine to give

d.tp ( ')
d.~ 1- W =

4
(3 f

ÌIr (19)

Integrating and choosing the constant of integration to yield the

critical solution (as we later show)

Lj- ~ IYl 4' = ~ l'r .-+ 1L - L + -lIn (3ß (3 (3). g (3 ß (20)

Let us take Vb to be .agauge of the wind velocity and set

3 =m (Y'=b)
111 - ll = i V - À "\'r - P - .2w'a b - 2W" esc.

in equation (20). To be useful of course, the coronal temperature derived

in this way must be insensitive to our choice of "m".

From equation (lO)b we see that
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_ 2.G M*
U; s"c:: 0. = .: c. ~

3.Z'/ ia'and hence that 4J¡,:= À where ~ = in this case. If nowIø.

we define Tct¡:e~lo'1øKso that Ì\ :: 3: ,equation (20) becomes

/2 Z ß - h1 e =.. I '( m - I 'f (3 - .2 ,C3 .
Varying ~ and Ynwe find for e

Yr= 20 40 60 100

2.8 2.3 2.0

2.7 ì e

1.8J
~ji

l73

4.3 3.S 3.1

giving a mean value

e ~3
'7

To. =T ~ ~.x fa OK 'I ~ i ~ \'

Note the required insensivity to parameters.

B. Characteristic Velocities

Let us now look at the characteristic velocities of our system in

the isothermal region:

I NIl -V;SC =- '-GO: :: 2~ 00 km/S~C

-Lound= J ~~Ta. \ :: '160 km /see.
j.2W"- )'(11)c. = T (tfa. c '" '" I(YY/se c

where Ì\ = 12.7 and (LJa.)c is found by setting j~ I) 'l-(llQ.)C in equation (20) .

c. ;i. iCalculation of ':

From equations (12) and (13) we see that we must compare

o(~')= 2GMNt\a.~ ~ V~ ~ (i.~t.
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;i' .to determine the importance of including ': Putting in numbers

we ge t
4.4 x i04 AI~ versus 3.6 x 1013

and hence, for any sensible value of IV ("" 10%), we may certainly

neglect ii' in comparison with other second-order terms.

Note for instance:

Sun Quasar- /1 -/i.ß s ~= /0 3m!tc.
- 12.)
N :: I 0 / cc.

fi-= Mf = I ~Yr/c.c
"Re

f\ =: I 02. '1/ ~ c.

Np'noto'sphe,'le ~ lo''1lcs

No.:: 10 'Ycc.

And while we cannot make a one-to-one comparison between NÐ and

iVquasar having no clear idea of the internal constitution of a

quasar we still feel confident that N~ Ci will be larger than

GNa.) Hence we shall n. eglect ;¡I in all future calculations.. quasar ~
iv, Topology of Solution in Isothermal Region

A, ~gration
Recall once again equations (11) and (12). Evaluating the term

. l' i d. 11 . h . h 1 .invo ving Yi êl . we get, in t e isot erma region,

d.t¡ (i ' 2W?-( W 3 I r I ')L
dfl -f3l.+¿i X+-r+.1ß ¡i-I-~~4I-Ãß JS

': -L_ g- t ~wlJ C -i + iiU- 1. _ ~ (B-1))ß~ f'l f'lc'" ß T ~ ß
As they stand, we cannot express the cross-terms as per;Eect differentials.

However, after regrouping
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~r (i 1- ~~: - ~tp (i+ ~~:) + ~~: (~+ ß(ri-i)) 1- =:
= .! (1+ ~W"')_-1f¡+ 2ail)+ :JWii(~iii+ .~)
ß'i ia.:1 E:2\'1 ~c" ,~c':\: or ~

and dividing by (i + 2u)~¿)we get, to 0 (Yie),)"

_~ (\_ -l 2W'J(4J A \ 4LJtl.. 3- _ -L _ 2w"A.. 4~
.d~ L (3(.+ ÃC:t + ))+rc~S- (3; r~ 'r~"c'" + '52.c. (21)

A =-I

,

(3(r-l)
;26+1

ßA:z ::

Integrating and evaluating the constant of integration at ~:: J , we get

the. post-Newtonian expression for i. (~) :

y.- ~ 1",1 + ~~: (LA, + 1 )'1.. -t) = 1/..- ~ i" 'l. +~~: ((A,.. 2. 
ÀJ ll.. ~:)+

+ ~ 1'Y ~ -À(I-t)(lt ~W;~~) (22)

B. GraphicalComparison

In what follows it will be necessary to know whether various con-

stants are positive or negative. Hence we need the bounds op our para-

meters. From the definitions of (3) r) and B (equations (5), (6) and

(7) we see that
o c: (3 ~ I

Thus for example

!L ..- r ~ !l3" -,,-
J. ~ e~.34 -

A1'7Ci

A;i ~ 0

(23)

With the help of the derivative equation, (2l), we can locate the.

extrema of the function ~ and sketch its variation with F
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l) %î :: 0 at (31,411)

0=' -l (-. - L T ;Lw'" r ~ll - A,.J)
~ (3 r ~ c~ L: iSi 5"

-7 ~I= ß~ (1+ '-~,.~ (Ai. -.ii¡J)
= ~O (i ..ò ) ~ J / 0 p.. 4J .( A
i' 'I Î. i .2

(The superscript "0" indicates the value of a function in the non-

relativistic limit.)

2)
~ ':. 00 o.b (i: )L¥ )d.~ ~2. 2.

,

0:: J - -~+ 2w'2 (A + :i À + ll )(34" Ac2. i -e 2-i. 52-
7 LV~ = t( i - ~:: r A 1+ t +f: J )

:: ip: (i - € ~ ) wf e~ ). 0 .f il lj A

Critical point (Jc) 41)3 )

The critical point is defined as that point at which the set of

horizont.al slopes meets the set of vertical slopes.

. e :: ~(i'+ ...~wt.A À ) s ~o Ci + J' ).. S c: I. C'i G C
A:: 213-1 ì 0 á ~ 0..¡ (3 ) e

(24)

III :: J. (i _ 2W2.As-):: LVo (i -E: '\Tc 13 Àe'a Co c.)
A_I c:r-8, !J- - (3 -- ì 0 ~ be ~ 0

(25)

4) Analytic propert.ies of 'll in neighborhood of the critical point:

Let
yJ = 4Jc L \ + ~ )

~:.~c(i+~)

.-
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Substituting into equation (2l) and neglecting aU terms of 2nd order in

.: and r by taking ;1) ?- :: O(V~:i) we get

::ei j - ~ r- cl t: :: 0

U 2_ -i i! 2. =- C.: ß~

i. eo a family of hyperpolas.

Tfl-e critical solution, defined to pass through (~c ) 41e) and (i) ll¥IL~)
C

where (410. \ ~ (i.l2t~ ' forms one of the asymptotes of the a,bove family

of curves; its -slope in the neighborhood of the critical point is + (o/ß) ,

5) Graph

lt qJCl

t

ß

-'I
~

À
\?iif

i¡

i ~
ß

r-

I

~ A

1:

Non-Re lativistic

c r it. P t: (~ ) t)

(á;symptotes; 2.
tnearcrit:pt: ~~:!7ft
\l' = 0 along ~ i = /¡, i
lf -= 00 along t.2.;: l"

~

. Post-Newtonian Relativistic

c~it. pt: (~ ~ Q+ ~J , t (,1-6,J

rasymptotes ;' ~
(near crit .pt:.: ~.: (f?

\p': 0 along g,=(3t Ut-ái)

lj'=co along 41",= ~ (1-6:))

delay the maxima of the various curves.

Note the tendency of the post-Newtonian correction to depress and

i
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6 Magnitude of Relativistic Effect

Superimposing the relativistic graph upon the non-relativistic,

'ie may look in detail at the relationship between the two critical solu-

tlons in the neighborhood of their critical points.

~ti
~

(a.) = ((, 41; )

(b) = (~c ~ llc: ')

(c)= (~:;yJC(J)

6tp =

t1g =

()

-Gc. i-~

l fc c
Sin.ce the relativistic and non-relativistic slopes are equal in

this neighborhood (to 2nd order) we expect the depression of 4J
o

at ~S c 'o 0
as compared with 4lc at ~ c ' to be maintained throughout the subsequent

motion, if not increased. Hence

o (~O) (~O ) (i5)
t.c. Sc - \f 5 Co :: E _

If;(~:) c
~w'2AS' _

À(3c2.-

'2

14Sc.
C'2

is a measure of the relativistic effect and specifically

lilT¡ ::
if 10

c
( Ll vì ..-i )~imd -

"V~c:. ~ io-i.
(26)

i.e., post-Newtonian relativity depresses the wind velocity by around

1% irt a typical case.

iv. Critical Solution

A good deal of this report has been based upon the thesis that there

is only one physically acceptable solution the critical solution.

Briefly we shall examine Dr. Parker i s non-relativistic argument in support

of this thesis and then check to see that post-Newtonian relativity does

not change the conclusion,
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A. Parker' s Non~Relativistic Argument

The second boundary £ondition,

forces a physicàllY acceptable

i -1.

less rapidly than (¡) as

N Y2-,N(~ I) :: 'b 'lb) 0
, (~iy 4' V2. f'.: QO

~ to either increase or else to decrease

~ i ~ 00. (Note that we have used

i':: rAb =1.
'f J

(27)

a more convenient variable in the far region.)

Recall that we postulated an adiabatic temperature variation in

this far region. Then from the perfect gas relationship for an adiabatic

'Fr :: 1.. o.q:3 ,change: \l " J

í (~') ::
Ta.

T(¡l)-=
Ib (N(tj\13 4lbV:s--) ': (%ï ~ I. Y3

(28)

we get that

Equation (18) becomes:

d. 'l ( .s I:'ry~ ) _ 2.0
d.~\ 1- 3~ r~ 4J~~ - .3ß

Y:i'¥p -

t~ L\ y~

e.¡ rr )

(r') ~
(29)

i

Integrating and matching to the isothermal solution at ~ ~ 1 , we get

'I (i'). f. (i - t( 0/ - 4'. ~ 0 -tJ )f' (30)
Xt is convenient to definem S'

i b ~ Llb + 73 ~
'N

Then (30) can be expressed

4J (.!r)' r - 1i J-3
tp,: -F (ã L~b + m;l - ~

Let uSdexaine this equation in the limit
i

i~ 00.

1) 4' -~ 0SUEpose J'-+øo ,i. e. we are on the Lower family of curves.
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Then
~ ~ ~ (~- f L ~ b t 0 ( t \ )J-3

~ ir (~ )~ l~(27). % y~
N ¡~:i (!f ~Q%)Nb = (i t ~:-l) ;;-. (~) IV~

:: 0 (i () ~$"N a. )

and from

A I !'
which, though small if IVQ.'S 10 is still non-zero and hence produces a

non-negligible number density at øo when sumed over all contributing

quasars, violating the second boundary condition, (27).

i
2) The other possibility is that 4J remain finite as E -. oa

(expression (30) clearly cannot support a growing solution). Then on

the upper family we must have

Iyr
yJ --

( I ~ ~3 ~ ~~b -+ ;il - 0/

iTi ÌI C'O'S t
~ b + mil - ~ i Il

erS t--O
f'i

In which case

N--;
as required by (27).

3) In conclusion then the lower family is una,cceptable at the upper

limit, whereas the upper family is unacceptable at the lower limit (vio-

lating the first boundary condition, ir~ ~'~ounl ). Hence the only per-

missible solution is one which starts on the lower family at j:= 1 and

crosses over to the upper family as ~ gets large, i. e., the critical

solution. Note that the other solution which passes through the critical

point fails at both ends.

B. Lead Relativistic correction

We saw that the problem with the lower family of curves was that the
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/

functiqn If decreased too rapidly as ~ -- tX If we can ~show that

the lead relativistic correction to the non-relat,ivistic slope (in the

,

limit ~ ~ 00 ) increases this tendency we will have proven our .conten-

tion that relativity does not weaken the preference for the critical

solution,

For ~ =- I (the only sensible choice in the far region),

r ~?J = ~.. Then from (15), (1,), and (12), we derive to O(Y~:i)

Wi ( î '- 00""( 4J 3 \" % r r ~.. b, l)l -
T 1.10 + c:L -r+mf' + '10 Lì.~(r'-I) - 3' -iJ J-~ I .

_ 0 + awo. (rilj_ -4 _ \'~:3C::(I3-I)- ;iO,,3l'tbl-'t)+:'-ell)- - ..0 l'f2c'i - mr' I" .; \,1 ri "'~

whe re
r .r 't.. "'.3.to-'I-3ß ~
Gr - 'l0 Y)ø 0/.3 _ (À 1m).. 0 - 3ß r' --

lj Ii..

l'o:: (~I)~Y; V'l

and (~;ll-= ~ is the non-relativistic derivative found previously;

finally IIIb, "' 'l~ + 3 '; 0

then we may write to 0 ())ïc'l )
:l~ '1

,~o."- ¿: G
(' + ~o¿ F\)0 C. 'I

d.lJ _

lf - (d.41) ( 2W'a C G ~J. = - df 0 1+ (1.~"c1. !to - r() (32)

where
n .. (:iiii _ À/ff _ Yì:h r,-(a-i) _ :2D't~I(b_~\+ sLmJ)\j = m T î' (3 l ~ \. i f. I -i
f IV -+ ~ ')/:!( (I S-b, J-::?\ r + no (.ß'cr-i) - 3\f

l

But on the lower family, as r ~ 00
-I i.

ll -~(r r
110 -- c..
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so that
30

fo

I

~-r )0
I ('~¡ ~~-Jf---s)~O

~() ~~:/3)
( d.lJ \ ( '2w"d ~,)o 1+ ~'~c'i

~)o(i +ó)

and hence
d. 4J

d ~I
--
~
r..~ 01

Thus as required the lead relativistic term increases the non-rela-

tivist.ic negat.ive slope, strengthening the preference for the critical

solutiono

C. Specification of Initial Condition

The critical solution pas~es through the critical point and

hence is setting
lj :: 4'c

~ ~ ~c

Ifo. ~ (Llo.) c

in equation (22), we derive an equation for (WQ.)c in terms of the

parameters ~, W? and (3
.i:,e,

where

llt) - ..IYl/lj) + 2w"" ((A +1À)(W)Y + (4Jo.J:J::o.c ß \.Glc l.c'Ã I 1Ic. 'd

_ ~ _ +IY' ßÀ _.1 + -L\n A _ 2w"-A~-1;1 t- (3 ß I" ß"¿À C l.

l1e =-l ß ß - + - r ~ I + ß À (l '8 + i) J

and finally

. I 2UJo¿r( ~\ ~J-i-i U À._-L J.1,(3-'-u)?--A
Y; - (3 Iri \¥ + ). ci.L\A,t t it¡+ - ~ - ß' Y' ~Ìi + 'i '(3 1- ß 'f ß~1e "

giving us a unique equation, for a given set of parameters, for the post.-

Newtonian coronal expansion in the isothermal regiono
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v 0 Conclusion

In this paper the development of a post-Newtonian relativistic

stellar wind theory for quasars was begun. Specifically, having assuned

that for a typical quasar

l) a corona exists

2) the corona expands steadily with an initially subsonic velocity

.3) an idealized isothermal --adiabatic. model suffices

4) the wind velocity is approximately given by the escape velocity

5) the base coronal density is less than 10 %c

.we arrived at the predictions:

l) -r 0. ~ 3 X 101- ~K

2) ~ (13 = i) -: b 0 k.m /s.ec ~ V;olAnd. -: 00 Kni¡iec

v:iYld -- ~.6DO kryse.

3) relativity depresses the expansion velocity by 1%.

Where can one go from here? Nowhere seriously of course until more

than a single analysis of a single quasar has been published shedding

light on the 1st two assumptions. In regard to the predictions though, at

least the first is verifiable. Once profiles of quasar absorption lines be-

come available the temperature of the emitting feature will be obtainable 0
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